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Abstract. We introduce general weighted surface algebras of triangulated
surfaces with arbitrarily oriented triangles and describe their basic properties.
In particular, we prove that all these algebras, except the singular disc, triangle,
tetrahedral and spherical algebras, are symmetric tame periodic algebras of
period 4.
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1. Introduction and main results
We are interested in the representation theory of tame self-injective algebras.
In this paper, all algebras are finite-dimensional associative, indecomposable as
algebras, and basic, over an algebraically closed field K of arbitrary characteristic.
Tame self-injective algebras of polynomial growth are currently well understood
(see [34, 35]). For non-polynomial growth, much less is known. It would be in-
teresting to describe the basic algebras of arbitrary tame self-injective algebras of
non-polynomial growth. Our present project is a step in this direction.
In the modular representation theory of finite groups representation-infinite tame
blocks occur only over fields of characteristic 2, and their defect groups are dihe-
dral, semidihedral, or (generalized) quaternion 2-groups. In order to study such
blocks, algebras of dihedral, semidihedral and quaternion type were introduced and
investigated, over algebraically closed fields of arbitrary characteristic (see [11]). In
particular, it was shown in [13, 25] that every algebra of quaternion type is a tame
periodic algebra of period 4.
Recently cluster theory has led to new directions. Inspired by this, we study in
[15] a class of symmetric algebras defined in terms of surface triangulations, which
we call weighted surface algebras. They are tame and we show that they are periodic
as algebras, of period 4 (with one exception, which we call the singular tetrahedral
algebra). We observe that many algebras of quaternion type as described in [11]
occur in this setting but the construction in [15] only produces algebras whose
Gabriel quiver is 2-regular (that is, at each vertex, two arrows start and two arrows
end).
In this paper we extend and improve the results of [15]. We generalize the previ-
ous definition slightly, and obtain a larger class of algebras. This new version also
includes algebras whose Gabriel quiver is not 2-regular, in particular we obtain now
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almost all algebras of quaternion type. As well, we obtain the endomorphism alge-
bras of cluster tilting objects in the stable categories of maximal Cohen-Macaulay
modules over minimally elliptic curve singularities, as discussed in [3].
An important further motivation for the generalisation is the study of idempotent
algebras. In [18] we show that any Brauer graph algebra occurs as an idempotent
algebra of some weighted surface algebra. Analysing an arbitrary idempotent al-
gebra of a weighted surface algebra, we discovered that it is natural to extend the
original definition. In a subsequent paper we will give a complete description of all
idempotent algebras of weighted surface algebras.
The main result in this paper shows that, with four exceptions, a general weighted
surface algebra is periodic as an algebra, of period 4. The exceptions are the sin-
gular tetrahedral algebra which already occured in [15], and three others, which we
call singular disc algebra, singular triangle algebra, and singular spherical algebra.
Let A be an algebra. Given a moduleM in modA, its syzygy is defined to be the
kernel ΩA(M) of a minimal projective cover of M in modA. The syzygy operator
ΩA is a very important tool to construct modules in modA and relate them. For A
self-injective, it induces an equivalence of the stable module category modA, and
its inverse is the shift of a triangulated structure on modA [22]. A module M in
modA is said to be periodic if ΩnA(M)
∼= M for some n ≥ 1, and if so the minimal
such n is called the period of M . The action of ΩA on modA can effect the algebra
structure of A. For example, if all simple modules in modA are periodic, then A is a
self-injective algebra. Sometimes one can even recover the algebra A and its module
category from the action of ΩA. For example, the self-injective Nakayama algebras
are precisely the algebras A for which Ω2A permutes the isomorphism classes of
simple modules in modA. An algebra A is defined to be periodic if it is periodic
viewed as a module over the enveloping algebra Ae = Aop ⊗K A, or equivalently,
as an A-A-bimodule. It is known that if A is a periodic algebra of period n then
for any indecomposable non-projective module M in modA the syzygy ΩnA(M) is
isomorphic to M .
Finding or possibly classifying periodic algebras is an important problem, be-
cause of interesting connections with group theory, topology, singularity theory,
cluster algebras, cluster tilting theory (we refer to [14, 27] and the introduction of
[15] for some details).
The following three theorems describe basic properties of the general weighted
surface algebras.
Theorem 1.1. Let Λ = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra over an alge-
braically closed field K, which is not isomorphic to a singular triangle or spherical
algebra. Then Λ is a symmetric algebra.
Theorem 1.2. Let Λ = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra over an alge-
braically closed field K, which is not isomorphic to a disc algebra, triangle algebra,
tetrahedral algebra, spherical algebra. Then the following statements hold:
(i) Λ degenerates to the biserial weighted surface algebra B(S, ~T ,m•, c•).
(ii) Λ is a tame algebra of non-polynomial growth.
Theorem 1.3. Let Λ = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra over an alge-
braically closed field K. Then the following statements are equivalent:
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(i) All simple modules in modΛ are periodic of period 4.
(ii) Λ is a periodic algebra of period 4.
(iii) Λ is a weighted surface algebra other than a singular disc, triangle, tetrahedral
or spherical algebra.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the algebras. This
is slightly more general as needed for weighted surface algebras, in order to show
how they fit into a more general context of tame symmetric algebras; as well it will
be needed for the study of idempotent algebras. We review much as needed from
[15], this is done in Section 2, and discuss the modifications of the definition needed.
Section 3 introduces the algebras which play a special role: the disc algebras, the
tetrahedral algebras, the triangle algebras, and the spherical algebras. In Section 4
we prove some general results, in particular we show that weighted surface algebras
are symmetric (except for a few small cases which we identify). Section 5 proves the
periodicity result. The final section proves tameness, and also classifies polynomial
growth. For general background on the relevant representation theory we refer to
the books [1, 11, 32, 36].
2. Weighted surface algebras, and the general context
Recall that a quiver is a quadruple Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t) where Q0 is a finite set of
vertices, Q1 is a finite set of arrows, and where s, t are maps Q1 → Q0 associating
to each arrow α ∈ Q1 its source s(α) and its target t(α). We say that α starts at
s(α) and ends at t(α). We assume throughout that any quiver is connected.
Denote by KQ the path algebra of Q over K. The underlying space has basis
the set of all paths in Q. Let RQ be the ideal of KQ generated by all paths of
length ≥ 1. For each vertex i, let ei be the path of length zero at i, then the ei
are pairwise orthogonal, and their sum is the identity of KQ. We will consider
algebras of the form A = KQ/I where I is an ideal of KQ which contains RmQ for
some m ≥ 2, so that the algebra is finite-dimensional and basic. The Gabriel quiver
QA of A is then the full subquiver of Q obtained from Q by removing all arrows α
which belong to the ideal I.
The setting for weighted surface algebras and the algebras occuring in [17] and
[18] (and also in future work) has unified description, which we will now present.
A quiver Q is 2-regular if for each vertex i ∈ Q0 there are precisely two arrows
starting at i and two arrows ending at i. All quivers we consider will be 2-regular.
Such a quiver has an involution on the arrows, α 7→ α¯, such that for each arrow α,
the arrow α¯ is the arrow 6= α such that s(α) = s(α¯).
A biserial quiver is a pair (Q, f) where Q is a (finite) connected 2-regular quiver,
with at least two vertices, and where f is a fixed permutation of the arrows such
that t(α) = s(f(α)) for each arrow α. The permutation f uniquely determines a
permutation g of the arrows, defined by g(α) := f(α) for any arrow α. Let (Q, f)
be a biserial quiver. We say that (Q, f) is a triangulation quiver if f3 is the identity.
That is, all cycles of f have length 3 or 1.
In this paper we will focus on triangulation quivers. As we have proved in
[15], these are precisely the quivers (Q(S, ~T ), f) constructed from a triangulation
T of a compact connected (real) surface, with or without boundary, and where the
orientation ~T in each triangle can be chosen arbitrarily. For details we refer to [15],
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we will not repeat this since we will not use the geometric version in any essential
way.
We fix an algebraically closed field K, and we introduce some notation. This
will be used throughout. For each arrow α, we fix
mα ∈ N
∗ a multiplicity, constant on g-cycles, and
cα ∈ K
∗ a weight, constant on g-cycles, and define
nα := the length of the g-cycle of α,
Bα := αg(α) . . . g
nα−1(α) the path along the g-cycle of α of length mαnα
Aα := αg(α) . . . g
nα−2(α) the path along the g-cycle of α of length mαnα − 1.
For the algebras of the form A = KQ/I, we will fix relations such that:
(1) Each paths αf(α) of length 2 occurs in some distinguished element in I.
(2) We will ensure that in the algebra, cαBα = cα¯Bα¯, and that the elements Bα
span the socle of A.
(3) We will ensure that A has a basis consisting of initial subwords of elements Bα
and Bα¯.
That is, the cycles of f describe minimal relations, and the cycles of g describe
a basis for the algebra. There are two types of distinguished relations,
(Q) αf(α) = cα¯Aα¯ in Λ, only when f
3(α) = α (‘quaternion’ relations);
(B) αf(α) = 0 in Λ (‘biserial’ relations).
In addition, one needs zero relations so that (2) is satisfied.
This includes Brauer graph algebras: Take an algebra R = KQ/I where (Q, f)
is a biserial quiver and where I is generated by biserial relations, for all arrows α,
together with relations Bα = Bα¯, for all arrows α, taking as the weight function
has cα = 1 for all α. For details we refer to [18]. This includes Brauer tree algebra,
and motivated by this we think of the cycles of f as ‘Green walks’.
In [15] and [17] we have studied biserial weighted surface algebras, these are the
Brauer graph algebras where in addition f3 = 1, that is, (Q, f) is a triangulation
quiver. These occur for blocks with dihedral defect groups. In this case, the Green
walks are in bijection with tubes of rank 3 in the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver.
In fact, this suggests that the condition f3 = 1 should play a special role.
On the other extreme, if all distinguished relations are quaternion relations, we
get weighted surface algebras, which we will study in detail in this paper.
To deal with tameness, we use special biserial algebras, and we only need those
which are symmetric, for the general definition we refer to the literature. It is known
that special biserial symmetric algebras are precisely the Brauer graph algebras as
described above, for a detailed discussion see [18]. We have the following (proved
in this generality in [37], see also [4, 8] for alternative proofs).
Proposition 2.1. Every special biserial algebra is tame.
For a positive integer d, we denote by algd(K) the affine variety of associative
K-algebra structures with identity on the affine space Kd. Then the general linear
group GLd(K) acts on algd(K) by transport of the structures, and the GLd(K)-
orbits in algd(K) correspond to the isomorphism classes of d-dimensional algebras
(see [26] for details). We identify a d-dimensional algebra A with the point of
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algd(K) corresponding to it. For two d-dimensional algebras A and B, we say that
B is a degeneration of A (A is a deformation of B) if B belongs to the closure of
the GLd(K)-orbit of A in the Zariski topology of algd(K).
Geiss’ Theorem [20] shows that if A and B are two d-dimensional algebras, A
degenerates to B and B is a tame algebra, then A is also a tame algebra (see also
[5]). We will apply this theorem in the following special situation.
Proposition 2.2. Let d be a positive integer, and A(t), t ∈ K, be an algebraic
family in algd(K) such that A(t)
∼= A(1) for all t ∈ K \{0}. Then A(1) degenerates
to A(0). In particular, if A(0) is tame, then A(1) is tame.
A family of algebras A(t), t ∈ K, in algd(K) is said to be algebraic if the induced
map A(−) : K → algd(K) is a regular map of affine varieties.
An important combinatorial and homological invariant of the module category
modA of an algebra A is its Auslander-Reiten quiver ΓA. Recall that ΓA is the
translation quiver whose vertices are the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
modules in modA, the arrows correspond to irreducible homomorphisms, and the
translation is the Auslander-Reiten translation τA = DTr. For A self-injective,
we denote by ΓsA the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of A, obtained from ΓA by
removing the isomorphism classes of projective modules and the arrows attached to
them. By a stable tube we mean a translation quiver Γ of the form ZA∞/(τ
r), for
some r ≥ 1, and we call r the rank of Γ. We note that, for a symmetric algebra A,
we have τA = Ω
2
A (see [36, Corollary IV.8.6]). In particular, we have the following
equivalence.
Proposition 2.3. Let A be an indecomposable, representation-infinite symmetric
algebra. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) ΓsA consists of stable tubes.
(ii) All indecomposable non-projective modules in modA are periodic.
Therefore, we conclude that, if A is an indecomposable, representation-infinite,
symmetric, periodic algebra (of period 4) then ΓsA consists of stable tubes (of ranks 1
and 2). We also note that, if A is a representation-infinite special biserial symmetric
algebra, then ΓsA admits an acyclic component (see [12]), and consequently A is not
a periodic algebra.
Let A be an algebra over K and σ a K-algebra automorphism of A. Then for
any A-A-bimodule M we denote by 1Mσ the A-A-bimodule with the underlying
K-vector spaceM and action defined as amb = amσ(b) for all a, b ∈ A and m ∈M .
The following has been proved in [21, Theorem 1.4].
Theorem 2.4. Let A be an algebra over K and d a positive integer. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) ΩdA(S)
∼= S in modA for every simple module S in modA.
(ii) ΩdAe(S)
∼= 1Aσ in modA
e for some K-algebra automorphism σ of A such that
σ(e)A ∼= eA for any primitive idempotent e of A.
Moreover, if A satisfies these conditions, then A is self-injective.
The Cartan matrix CA of an algebraA is the matrix (dimK HomA(Pi, Pj))1≤i,j≤n
for a complete family P1, . . . , Pn of a pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable pro-
jective modules in modA. The following main result from [10] shows why the
original class of algebras of quaternion type is very restricted compared with the
algebras which we will study in this paper.
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Theorem 2.5. Let A be an indecomposable, representation-infinite tame symmetric
algebra with non-singular Cartan matrix such that every non-projective indecom-
posable module in modA is periodic of period dividing 4. Then modA has at most
three pairwise non-isomorphic simple modules.
In [15] we define a weighted surface algebra, where the quiver is constructed in
terms of a triangulation T of a surface S, with arbitrarily oriented ~T triangles, and
such a quiver is denoted by Q(S, ~T ). Such a quiver is a triangulation quiver (Q, f)
as we have defined above. Moreover, it was proved that triangulation quivers are
the same as quivers of the form Q(S, ~T ). We have also at that stage distinguished
between weighted surface algebras (which use Q(S, ~T )) and weighted triangulation
algebra (which use (Q, f)).
In the present paper we will almost entirely use triangulation quivers, but we will
refer to weighted surface algebras for the algebras constructed. We will now give
the general definition, and we use the notation which we have introduced earlier.
Roughly speaking, the modification of the definition consists of
(i) allowing quivers with ≥ 2 vertices (previously we excluded the case of two
vertices),
(ii) allowing mαnα ≥ 2 (previously we assumed mαnα ≥ 3).
We require socle conditions as described in part (3) of the notation, as well since
mαnα = 2 we have to modify the zero relations, and exclude a few degenerate cases.
Definition 2.6. We say that an arrow α of Q is virtual if mαnα = 2. Note that
this condition is preserved under the permutation g, and that virtual arrows form
g-orbits of sizes 1 or 2.
Assumption 2.7. For the general weighted surface algebra we assume that the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) mαnα ≥ 2 for all arrows α,
(2) mαnα ≥ 3 for all arrows α such that α¯ is virtual and α¯ is not a loop,
(3) mαnα ≥ 4 for all arrows α such that α¯ is virtual and α¯ is a loop.
Condition (1) is a general assumption, and (2) and (3) are needed to eliminate two
small algebras, see below. In particular we exclude the possibility that both arrows
starting at a vertex are virtual, and also that both arrows ending at a vertex are
virtual.
The definition of a weighted surface algebra is now as follows.
Definition 2.8. The algebra Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) = KQ/I is a weighted surface
algebra if (Q, f) is a triangulation quiver, with |Q0| ≥ 2, and I = I(Q, f,m•, c•) is
the ideal of KQ generated by:
(1) αf(α) − cα¯Aα¯ for all arrows α of Q,
(2) αf(α)g(f(α) for all arrows α of Q such that f2(α) is not virtual,
(3) αg(α)f(g(α)) for all arrows α of Q such that f(α) is not virtual.
Note that the ideal is not admissible in general. Namely if an arrow α¯ (say) is
virtual then by (1) it lies in the square of the radical. In fact, we can see from
the relations that the Gabriel quiver QΛ of Λ is obtained from Q by removing all
virtual arrows.
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As long as we do not have any special conditions on other scalars, we can assume
that for a virtual arrow α, the weight cα is equal to 1, namely we may replace α
(and g(α)) by c−1α α (and c
−1
α g(α)), the g-orbit of α has length two, and this scalar
does not occur anywhere else. In the first part of this paper we will keep cα since
it will clarify proofs. On the other hand, in the last part we will take cα = 1 for a
virtual arrow α since it will simplify the formulae.
We recall some elementary consequences of the definition, which we will use
freely throughout.
Lemma 2.9. Let α be an arrow in Q. We have in Λ the identities:
(i) f2(α) = gnα¯−1(α¯) so that g(f2(α) = α¯.
(ii) Aα¯f
2(α) = Bα¯.
(iii) αAg(α) = Bα.
(iv) cαBα = αf(α)f
2(α) = α¯f(α¯)f2(α¯) = cα¯Bα¯.
(v) A′αf
2(α¯) = Ag(α).
This is the same as Lemma 5.3 in [15].
Definition 2.10. The algebra B = B(Q, f,m•, c•) = KQ/J is a biserial weighted
triangulation algebra if (Q, f) is a triangulation quiver, with |Q0| ≥ 2, and J =
J(Q, f,m•, c•) is the ideal of KQ generated by:
(1) αf(α) for all arrows α of Q,
(2) cαBα − cα¯Bα¯ for all arrows α of Q.
We note that B(Q, f,m•, c•) ∼= B(Q, f,m•,1), where 1 is the constant pa-
rameter function taking only value 1. We have the following consequence of [17,
Proposition 5.2] (see also [18, Proposition 2.3]).
Proposition 2.11. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver, m• and c• weight and
parameter functions of (Q, f), and B = B(Q, f,m•, c•). The following statements
hold:
(i) B is finite-dimensional with dimK B =
∑
O∈O(g)mOn
2
O.
(ii) B is a symmetric sperical biserial algebra.
In particular, B is a tame algebra.
Let T be a triangulation of a surface S, ~T an orientation of triangles in T ,
(Q(S, ~T ), f) the associated triangulation quiver, and m• and c• weight and pa-
rameter functions of (Q(S, ~T ), f). Then Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) is
said to be a weighted surface algebra, and B(S, ~T ,m•, c•) = B(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) a
biserial weighted surface algebra.
3. Exceptional weighted surface algebras
In this section we present several families of weighted surface algebras, which have
exceptional properties, and explain also the assumptions 2.7, and show why some
algebras must be excluded. For the examples we will use surface triangulations,
but only to motivate the names for the algebras. The background is explained in
[15] and we will not repeat this.
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Example 3.1. We introduce disc algebras. Let T be the self-folded triangulation
1
2 ••
of the unit disc D = D2 in R2, and ~T the canonical orientation of the edges of T .
Then the associated triangulation quiver (Q, f) = (Q(D, ~T ), f) is the quiver
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo σdd
with f -orbits (α β γ) and (σ). Then the g-orbits are O(α) = (α) and O(β) =
(β σ γ). Let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be a parameter function, and let a = cO(α) and
b = cO(β). We consider special cases of weight functions m• : O(g)→ N
∗, the first
special case gives the disc algebras, and the second needs to be excluded.
(1) Assume that mO(α) = 3 and mO(β) = 1. Then the associated weighted
surface algebraD(a, b) = Λ(D, ~T ,m•, c•) is given by the quiver Q and the relations:
αβ = bβσ, βγ = aα2, γα = bσγ, σ2 = bγβ, αβσ = 0, βγβ = 0,
γα2 = 0, σ2γ = 0, α2β = 0, βσ2 = 0, σγα = 0, γβγ = 0.
An algebra D(a, b), with a, b ∈ K∗, is said to be a disc algebra. We note that the
algebra D(a, b) is isomorphic to the algebra D(ab, 1). Indeed, there is an isomor-
phism of algebras ϕ : D(ab, 1)→ D(a, b) given by ϕ(α) = α, ϕ(β) = β, ϕ(γ) = bγ,
ϕ(σ) = bσ. For λ ∈ K∗, we set D(λ) = D(λ, 1). A disc algebra D(λ) with
λ ∈ K \ {0, 1} is said to be a non-singular disc algebra, and D(1) the singular disc
algebra.
(2) Assume that mO(α) = 2 and mO(β) = 1. Then the associated weighted
surface algebra Λ = Λ(D, ~T ,m•, c•) is given by the quiver Q and the relations:
γα = bσγ, αβ = bβσ, βσ2 = 0, γα2 = 0, αβσ = 0,
βγ = aα, σ2 = bγβ, σ2γ = 0, α2β = 0, σγα = 0.
Then Λ is isomorphic to the algebra A given by the quiver
1
β // 2
γ
oo σdd
and the relations: βσ = 0, σγ = 0, σ2 = γβ. Hence Λ is a 7-dimensional symmetric
representation-finite algebra of Dynkin type A4. Observe that we have mβnβ = 3
and mβ¯nβ¯ = mαnα = 2. Therefore, we do not consider such an algebra Λ, by the
general assumption 2.7.
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Example 3.2. We recall the tetrahedral algebras introduced in [15, Example 6.1].
Let T be the tetrahedron
• •
•
•
3 6
2
5 4
1
with the coherent orientation ~T of triangles: (1 5 4), (2 5 3), (2 6 4), (1 6 3). Then
the associated triangulation quiver (Q, f) = (Q(T, ~T ), f) is of the form
1
2 3
4 5
6
ν
µ
σ
δ
ε
̺ β
γ
α ξ
η
ω
where f is the permutation of arrows of order 3 described by the shaded triangles.
Then g is the permutation of arrows of Q of order 3 described by the four white
triangles. Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be the trivial weight function and c• : O(g) → K
∗
an arbitrary parameter function. It was shown in [15, Section 6] that the weighted
surface algebra Λ(T, ~T ,m•, c•) is isomorphic to the weighted triangulation algebra
Λ(λ) = Λ(Q, f,m•, c
λ
•), with λ ∈ K
∗, and the parameter function cλ• : O(g) → K
∗
given by cλ
O(α) = λ, c
λ
O(β) = 1, c
λ
O(γ) = 1, c
λ
O(σ) = 1. Observe that Λ(λ) is given by
the quiver Q and the relations:
γδ = λαε, δη = νω, ηγ = ξσ, α̺ = γν, ̺ω = λεη, ωα = µβ,
βε = σδ, εξ = ̺µ, ξβ = ληα, σν = β̺, νµ = δξ, µσ = ωγ,
θf(θ)g
(
f(θ)
)
= 0 and θg(θ)f
(
g(θ)
)
= 0 for all arrows θ ∈ Q1.
Moreover, by [15, Lemma 6.2], the algebra Λ(λ) is isomorphic to the trivial exten-
sion algebra T(B(λ)) of the algebra B(λ) given by the quiver
1 3
σoo
β
xxqqq
qq
qqq
qq
qqq
5
ξoo
η
xxqqq
qq
qqq
qq
qqq
2 4
α
oo
γ
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
6
ω
oo
µ
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
and the relations:
ηγ = ξσ, ξβ = ληα, µσ = ωγ, ωα = µβ.
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We note that, for λ ∈ K \ {0, 1}, B(λ) is a tubular algebra of type (2, 2, 2, 2) in the
sense of [31], and hence it is an algebra of polynomial growth. On the other hand,
B(1) is the tame minimal non-polynomial growth algebra (30) from [29]. Following
[15], an algebra Λ(λ) with λ ∈ K∗ is said to be a tetrahedral algebra. Further, an
algebra Λ(λ) with with λ ∈ K \ {0, 1} is called to be a non-singular tetrahedral
algebra, while the algebra Λ(1) the singular tetrahedral algebra.
There is a natural connection between the disc algebra D(λ) and the tetrahedral
algebra Λ(λ), for any λ ∈ K∗. Namely, the cyclic group H of order 3 acts on Λ(λ)
by cyclic rotation of vertices and arrows of the quiver Q = Q(T, ~T ):
(1 6 3), (4 2 5), (α ε η), (β δ ω), (γ ̺ ξ), (σ ν µ).
Then D(λ) is the orbit algebra Λ(λ)/H .
Example 3.3. We introduce triangle algebras, and also describe an algebra which
we must exclude. Let T be the triangulation
2
3
1
•
• •
of the sphere S2 in R3 given by two unfolded triangles and ~T the coherent orientation
(1 2 3) and (2 1 3) of the triangles in T . Then the associated triangulation quiver
(Q, f) = (Q(S2, ~T ), f) is of the form
1
α1 //
β3
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
2
β1
oo
α2
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
α3
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺
β2
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
with f -orbits (α1 α2 α3) and (β1 β3 β2). Then O(g) consists of the three g-orbits
O(α1) = (α1 β1), O(α2) = (α2 β2), O(α3) = (α3 β3). Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be
the weight function with mO(α1) = 2, mO(α2) = 2, and mO(α3) = 1. Moreover,
let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be an arbitrary parameter function and c1 = cO(α1), c2 =
cO(α2), c3 = cO(α3). Then the associated weighted surface algebra T (c1, c2, c3) =
Λ(S2, ~T ,m•, c•) is given by the quiver Q and the relations:
α1α2 = c3β3, α2α3 = c1β1α1β1, α3α1 = c2β2α2β2,
β2β1 = c3α3, β1β3 = c2α2β2α2, β3β2 = c1α1β1α1,
α2α3β3 = 0, α3α1β1 = 0, β1β3α3 = 0, β3β2α2 = 0,
α1β1β3 = 0, α3β3β2 = 0, β2α2α3 = 0, β3α3α1 = 0.
An algebra T (c1, c2, c3), with c1, c2, c3 ∈ K
∗, is said to be a triangle algebra. We
note that the algebra T (c1, c2, c3) is isomorphic to the algebra T (c1c2c
2
3, 1, 1). In-
deed, there is an isomorphism of algebras ϕ : T (c1c2c
2
3, 1, 1) → T (c1, c2, c3) given
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by
ϕ(α1) = (c2c3)
−
1
4α1, ϕ(α2) = (c2c3)
1
4α2, ϕ(α3) = c3α3,
ϕ(β1) = (c2c3)
−
1
4β1, ϕ(β2) = (c2c3)
1
4 β2, ϕ(β3) = c3β3.
For λ ∈ K∗, we set T (λ) = T (λ, 1, 1). A triangle algebra T (λ) with λ ∈ K \ {0, 1}
is said to be a non-singular triangle algebra, and T (1) the singular triangle algebra.
The triangle algebra T (λ) is isomorphic to the algebra T (λ)0 given by the Gabriel
quiver QT (λ)
1
α1 // 2
β1
oo
α2 // 3
β2
oo
of T (λ) and the induced relations:
α2β2β1 = λβ1α1β1, α2β2β1α1α2 = 0, α1β1α1α2 = 0,
β2β1α1 = β2α2β2, β2β1α1β1 = 0, β2β1α1α2β1 = 0,
β1α1α2 = α2β2α2, β1α1α2β2β1 = 0, β2α2β2β1 = 0,
α1α2β2 = λα1β1α1, α1α2β2α2 = 0, α1α2β2β1α1 = 0.
We also note that T (1)0 is not a symmetric (even self-injective) algebra. Indeed,
if λ = 1, then β1α1 − β2α2 and β1α1β1α1 = β2α2β2α2 are independent elements of
the indecomposable projective module P2 at the vertex 2, which are annihilated by
the radical of T (λ)0, and hence are in the socle of P2. Therefore, T (1) ∼= T (1)
0 is
excluded here.
(2) It follows from our general assumption that if mα3nα3 = 2 then mα1nα1 ≥
3 and mα2nα2 ≥ 3, and hence mα1nα1 ≥ 4 and mα2nα2 ≥ 4. The reason for
such restriction is as follows: if we would allow that two or three of the numbers
mα1nα1 , mα2nα2 , mα3nα3 , are equal to 2 then the associated triangulation algebra
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) would be infinite dimensional.
Example 3.4. The following example will give another construction of some tri-
angle algebras, as well it is related to algebras of quaternion type in [11]. Consider
the triangulation T
1 3
2 •• •
of the sphere S2 in R3 given by two self-folded triangles, and the canonical ori-
entation ~T of triangles of T . Then the associated triangulation quiver (Q, f) =
(Q(S2, ~T ), f) is the quiver
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo
σ // 3
δ
oo ηdd
with f -orbits (α β γ) and (η δ σ). Then O(g) consists of the g-orbits: O(α) = (α),
O(β) = (β σ δ γ), O(η) = (η). Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be the weight function
with mO(α) = 2, mO(β) = 1 and mO(η) = 2. Moreover, let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be
an arbitrary parameter function. Write a = cO(α), b = cO(β), c = cO(η). Then
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the associated weighted surface algebra Σ(a, b, c) = Λ(S2, ~T ,m•, c•) is given by the
quiver Q and the relations:
αβ = bβσδ, βγ = aα, γα = bσδγ, ηδ = bδγβ, δσ = cη, ση = bγβσ,
αβσ = 0, γα2 = 0, ηδγ = 0, ση2 = 0,
α2β = 0, βση = 0, η2δ = 0, δγα = 0.
Observe now that there is an isomorphism of algebras ψ : Σ(1, b(ac)
1
2 , 1)→ Σ(a, b, c)
given by
ψ(α) = (ac)
1
2α, ψ(β) = a−
1
2β, ψ(γ) = c
1
2 γ, ψ(η) = cη, ψ(δ) = δ, ψ(σ) = σ.
For λ ∈ K∗, we set Σ(λ) = Σ(1, λ, 1). We observe that Σ(λ) is isomorphic to the
algebra Σ(λ)0 given by the Gabriel quiver QΣ(λ)
1
β // 2
γ
oo
σ // 3
δ
oo
of Σ(λ) and the induced relations:
βγβ = λβσδ, γβγ = λσδγ, δσδ = λδγβ, σδσ = λγβσ,
βγβσ = 0, γβγβγ = 0, δσδγ = 0, σδσδσ = 0,
βγβγβ = 0, δσδσδ = 0, δγβγ = 0.
We note that for any λ ∈ K∗, there is an isomorphism of algebras θ : T (λ)0 →
Σ(−λ)0 given by θ(β) = −β, θ(γ) = γ, θ(σ) = σ, θ(δ) = δ.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. For each λ ∈ K∗, the algebras T (λ−2) and Σ(λ) are isomorphic.
Proof. Fix λ ∈ K∗. Then there is an isomorphism of algebras ϕ : T (λ−2)0 → Σ(λ)0
given by ϕ(α1) = λβ, ϕ(β1) = γ, ϕ(α2) = σ, ϕ(β2) = δ. 
In particular, we conclude that Σ(1)0 ∼= T (1)0 and Σ(−1)0 ∼= T (1)0 are not
symmetric (even self-injective) algebras. Hence Σ(1) and Σ(−1) are excluded here.
Example 3.6. We will now define spherical algebras. Consider the following tri-
angulation T (2) of the sphere S2 in R3 (compare [17, Example 7.5])
4
65
2
3
•
• •
•
1 1
and
−−−−~T (2) is the coherent orientation of triangles in T (2):
(1 2 5), (2 3 5), (3 4 6), (4 1 6).
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Then the associated triangulation quiver (Q, f) = (Q(S2,
−−−−~T (2)), f) is of the form
1
2
3
45 6
α
ξ
δ
η
β
ν
̺
ε
σ
µ
ω
γ
where the four shaded triangles denote the f -orbits. Then g has four orbits
O(α) = (α β γ σ), O(̺) = (̺ ω ν δ), O(ξ) = (ξ η), O(µ) = (µ ε).
Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be the weight function which takes all values 1. Moreover,
let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be an arbitrary parameter function and a = cO(α), b = cO(̺),
c = cO(ξ), d = cO(µ). Then the associated weighted surface algebra S(a, b, c, d) =
Λ(S2, ~T (2),mr•, c•) is given by the quiver Q and the relations:
αξ = b̺ων, ξδ = aβγσ, δα = cη, βν = cξ, νη = aγσα,
ηβ = bδ̺ω, γµ = bνδ̺, µω = aσαβ, ωγ = dε, σ̺ = dµ,
̺ε = aαβγ, εσ = bωνδ, αξη = 0, ξδ̺ = 0, νηξ = 0, ηβγ = 0,
γµε = 0, µων = 0, ̺εµ = 0, εσα = 0, βγµ = 0, σαξ = 0,
δ̺ε = 0, ωνη = 0, ξηβ = 0, ηξδ = 0, µεσ = 0, εµω = 0.
An algebra S(a, b, c, d) with a, b, c, d ∈ K∗ is said to be a spherical algebra. We
observe now that the algebra S(a, b, c, d) is isomorphic to the algebra S(abcd, 1, 1, 1).
Indeed, there is an isomorphism of algebras ϕ : S(abcd, 1, 1, 1)→ S(a, b, c, d) given
by
ϕ(α) = α, ϕ(β) = β, ϕ(γ) = γ, ϕ(σ) = σ,
ϕ(̺) = (bc)
1
2 ̺, ϕ(ω) = (bc)
1
2ω, ϕ(ν) = (bd)
1
2 ν, ϕ(δ) = (bd)
1
2 δ,
ϕ(ξ) = (bd)
1
2 cξ, ϕ(η) = (bd)
1
2 cη, ϕ(µ) = (bc)
1
2 dµ, ϕ(ε) = (bc)
1
2 dε.
For λ ∈ K∗, we set S(λ) = S(λ, 1, 1, 1). A spherical algebra S(λ) with λ ∈ K\{0, 1}
is said to be a non-singular spherical algebra, and S(1) the singular spherical algebra.
We observe now that a spherical algebra S(λ) is isomorphic to the algebra S(λ)0
given by the Gabriel quiver QS(λ)
1
α
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍
̺
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
5
δ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
2
β
✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
✵✵
4
σ
WW✵✵✵✵✵✵✵✵✵
6
ω
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
3
ν
dd■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
γ
GG✍✍✍✍✍✍✍✍✍
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of S(λ) and the induced relations:
αβν = ̺ων, βνδ = λβγσ, νδα = λγσα, δαβ = δ̺ω,
γσ̺ = νδ̺, σ̺ω = λσαβ, ̺ωγ = λαβγ, ωγσ = ωνδ,
αβνδα = 0, βνδ̺ = 0, νδαβν = 0, δαβγ = 0,
γσ̺ωγ = 0, σ̺ων = 0, ̺ωγσ̺ = 0, ωγσα = 0,
βγσ̺ = 0, σαβν = 0, δ̺ωγ = 0, ωνδα = 0,
βνδαβ = 0, δαβνδ = 0, σ̺ωγσ = 0, ωγσ̺ω = 0.
Moreover, a minimal set of relations defining S(λ)0 is given by the above eight
commutativity relations and the four zero relations:
βνδ̺ = 0, δαβγ = 0, σ̺ων = 0, ωγσα = 0.
We also note that S(1)0, and hence S(1), is not a symmetric (even self-injective)
algebra. Indeed, if λ = 1, then αβ−̺ω and αβνδ = δωγσ are independent elements
of the indecomposable projective module P1 at the vertex 1, which are annihilated
by the radical of S(1)0, and hence are in the socle of P2. Therefore, we exclude
S(1).
For each λ ∈ K \ {0, 1}, we denote by C(λ) the K-algebra given by the quiver
2
β
yyrrr
rr
rr
5
δ
yyrrr
rr
rr
3 1
α
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
̺yyrrr
rr
rr
6
ω
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
4
σ
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
and the relations: δαβ = δ̺ω and δ̺ω = λσαβ. We note that C(λ) is the double
one-point extension algebra of the path algebra H = K∆ of the quiver ∆
2
β
yyrrr
rr
rr
3 1
α
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
̺yyrrr
rr
rr
6
ω
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
of Euclidean type A˜3 by two indecomposable modules
R1 :
K
1
xxqqq
qq
qq
K K
1
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
1xxqqq
qq
qq
K
1
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
and Rλ :
K
1
xxqqq
qq
qq
K K
1
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
1xxqqq
qq
qq
K
λ
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
lying on the mouth of stable tubes of rank 1 in ΓH . For λ ∈ K \{0, 1}, the modules
R1 and Rλ are not isomorphic, and then C(λ) is a tubular algebra of type (2, 2, 2, 2)
in the sense of [31], and consequently it is an algebra of polynomial growth. On
the other hand, C(1) is a tame algebra of non-polynomial growth (see [29]).
Lemma 3.7. For any λ ∈ K\{0, 1}, the algebras S(λ) and T(C(λ)) are isomorphic.
Proof. By general theory (see [35]), the trivial extension algebra T(C(λ)) is iso-
morphic to the orbit algebra Ĉ(λ)/(ν
Ĉ(λ)
) of the repetitive category Ĉ(λ) of C(λ)
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with respect to the infinite cyclic group (ν
Ĉ(λ)
) generated by the Nakayama auto-
morphism ν
Ĉ(λ)
of Ĉ(λ). One checks directly that Ĉ(λ) contains the full convex
subcategory given by the quiver
2
β
yysss
sss
ss
5
δ
yysss
sss
ss
2′
β′
xxrrr
rr
rr
5′
δ′
xxrrr
rr
rr
3 1
α
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
̺yysss
sss
ss
3′
ν
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
γyyrrr
rr
rr
1′
α′
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
̺′xxrrr
rr
rr
6
ω
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
4
σ
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
6′
ω′
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
4′
σ′
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
and the relations:
δαβ = δ̺ω, σ̺ω = λσαβ, νδα = λγσα, γσ̺ = νδ̺,
β′νδ = λβ′γσ, ω′γδ = ω′νδ, α′β′ν = ̺′ω′ν, ̺′ω′γ = λα′β′γ,
β′νδ̺ = 0, ω′γδα = 0, δ′α′β′γ = 0, σ′̺′ω′ν = 0,
where ν
Ĉ(λ)
(i) = i′ for any vertex i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and ν
Ĉ(λ)
(θ) = θ′ for any
arrow θ ∈ {α, β, ω, ̺, δ, σ}. We conclude that T(C(λ)) is isomorphic to the algebra
S(λ)0, and hence to the spherical algebra S(λ). 
We also note that there is a natural action of the cyclic group G of order 2 on
S(λ)0 given by the cyclic rotation of vertices and arrows of the quiver QS(λ):
(1 3), (2 4), (5 6), (α γ), (β σ), (̺ ν), (ω δ).
Then the orbit algebra S(λ)0/G is isomorphic to the basic algebra T (λ)0 of the
triangle algebra T (λ), for any λ ∈ K \ {0, 1}.
We describe now some special properties of the exceptional weighted surface
algebras introduced above.
Proposition 3.8. Let Λ be a non-singular algebra D(λ), Λ(λ), T (λ), S(λ), λ ∈
K \ {0, 1}. Then the following hold:
(i) Λ is an algebra of polynomial growth.
(ii) The simple modules in modΛ are periodic of period 4.
(iii) Λ is a periodic algebra of period 4.
Proof. (i) It follows from the above discussion that Λ(λ) ∼= T(B(λ)), D(λ) ∼=
Λ(λ)/H , S(λ) ∼= T(C(λ)), T (λ) ∼= S(λ)/G, where B(λ) and C(λ) are tubular
algebras of type (2, 2, 2, 2), and G and H are cyclic groups of orders 2 and 3, re-
spectively. Then the fact that Λ is of polynomial growth follows from [34, Theorem].
(ii) It follows from general theory of self-injective algebras of type (2, 2, 2, 2) that
all simple modules in modΛ lie in stable tubes of rank 2 in ΓsΛ (see [28, Section 3]
and [34, Section 3]). Since Λ is a symmetric algebra, we conclude that all simple
modules in modΛ are periodic of period 4.
(iii) It has been proved in [2, Proposition 7.1] that D(λ) is a periodic algebra of
period 4. Then, applying [9, Theorem 3.7], we concluded in [15, Proposition 5.8]
that Λ(λ) is a periodic algebra of period 4. Further, it follows from [24] (see also
[31, 5.2(5)]) that the tubular algebras B(λ) and C(λ) are derived equivalent, and
hence their trivial extension algebras T(B(λ)) and T(C(λ)) are derived equivalent,
by [30, Theorem 3.1]. Then, since Λ(λ) ∼= T(B(λ)) is a periodic algebra of period
4, we conclude that S(λ) ∼= T(C(λ)) is also a periodic algebra of period 4 (see
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[14, Theorem 2.9]). Finally, applying again [9, Theorem 3.7], we infer that T (λ) ∼=
S(λ)/G is also a periodic algebra of period 4. 
Proposition 3.9. Let Λ be a singular algebra D(1) or Λ(1). Then the following
hold:
(i) Λ is a tame algebra of non-polynomial growth.
(ii) modΛ does not have a simple periodic module.
(iii) Λ is not a periodic algebra.
Proof. (i) The fact that Λ(1) is tame algebra of non-polynomial growth follows from
[16, Theorem 2]. Applying arguments from [16, Section 5], we conclude similarly
that the orbit algebra D(1) ∼= Λ(1)/H is also a tame algebra of non-polynomial
growth. For Λ = Λ(1), the statement (ii) follows from [15, Proposition 6.4]. Let
Λ = D(1). We note that for the indecomposable projective Λ-modules P1 and P2
at vertices 1 and 2, we have radP1/S1 ∼= radP2/S2, and hence the simple modules
S1 and S2 are non-periodic. Part (iii) follows from (ii) and general theory (see
Theorem IV.11.19 of [36]. 
4. Properties of general weighted surface algebras
We will first discuss the assumptions, and special cases, and then analyse posi-
tions of virtual arrows. We determine a basis of a weighted surface algebra. Then
we prove that a weighted surface algebra is, other than the singular triangle, or
spherical algebra, is symmetric.
Let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) be a weighted triangulation algebra.
Remark 4.1. (i) We have excluded Example 3.1, part (2). Namely part (3) of
Assumption 2.7 requires that mβnβ ≥ 4 since the arrow α of the example is a
virtual loop.
(ii) In Example 3.3 we have that arrows α3, β3 are virtual and mαnα = 4 for any
arrow α 6= α3, β3. If one would allow (say) mα2 = 1 then by Lemma 4.4 (below)
the algebra would not be finite-dimensional. Therefore we exclude it, which is done
by condition (2) of Assumption 2.7.
(iii) There are some special cases when certain parameters must be excluded: For
the triangle algebra, we exclude 1. In Example 3.4, we must exclude parameters
±1. For the spherical algebra, we also exclude 1. For these parameters the algebras
are not symmetric, this will be proved in Proposition 4.9.
Remark 4.2. We analyse possible configurations near some virtual arrow. As we
have already seen, conditions (2) and (3) of 2.7 show that it is not possible that
α, α¯ are both virtual, and using that g takes virtual arrows to virtual arrows, also
f2(α) and f2(α¯) cannot be both virtual.
(i) Assume α¯ is a virtual loop. Then by the above, no other f j(α) or f j(α¯) is
virtual. In fact, the g-cycle of α has length at least three. (If it has length three so
that Q has two vertices then we have by condition (3) of 2.7, mα ≥ 2.) The arrows
g(α) and g−1(f2(α¯) are therefore not virtual. We may have that f(g(α)) is virtual.
If it is a loop then Q is the quiver as in Example 3.4. Otherwise |Q0| ≥ 5.
(ii) Now assume α¯ is virtual but not a loop, then g has cycle (α¯ f2(α)) and also
f2(α) is virtual. By conditions (2) and (3) of 2.7 no other f j(α) or f j(α¯) is virtual.
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Also none of these arrows can be a loop since otherwise Q would not be 2-regular.
So Q has a subquiver
j
f(α)
✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
i
α
EE✡✡✡✡✡✡✡✡✡
α¯
// •
f2(α)oo
f(α¯)
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
y
f2(α¯)
ZZ✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹
where j and y could be equal. If j = y then |Q0| = 3 and there are no further
virtual arrow. If j 6= y there may or may not be loops at j or/and y but they
cannot be virtual, for example by part (i).
(iii) We note that if α¯ is a loop fixed by g, then in any case nα ≥ 3.
We mention a few consequences.
Lemma 4.3. Let i ∈ Q0 and let α, α¯ be the arrows starting at i.
(i) Assume f(α) is virtual, then α¯ is not virtual.
(ii) If f2(α) is virtual then α¯ is virtual and g(f(α)) = f(α¯).
(iii) If α, α¯ are double arrows then they are both not virtual.
Proof. (i) We know that f2(α) is not virtual and then g(f2(α)) = α¯ also is not
virtual.
(ii) Let j = t(α¯), then g(f(α), f(α¯) start at j and also f2(α) starts at j. Now,
f2(α) is virtual but g(f(α)), f(α¯) are not virtual, so they must be equal.
(iii) Assume α, α¯ are double arrows. Assume for a contradiction that α¯ (say) is
virtual. Recall α¯ = g(f2(α)), so g has a 2-cycle (α¯ f2(α)). It follows that f(α) is
a loop at t(α). It is necessarily fixed by g and we have a contradiction to 4.2 part
(iii). 
The following, already announced, explains why condition (2) of Assumption 2.7
is necessary.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose there exists a pair of virtual arrows α and α¯. Then Λ is not
finite-dimensional.
Proof. By 4.2 and 4.3, the arrows α, α¯ are not loops or double arrows. Then using
Remark 4.2(ii), we see that Q has a subquiver
1
f2(α¯) // 2
α
oo
α¯ // 3
f2(α)
oo .
Since g(f2(α)) = α¯, it follows that f(α) is an arrow 1 → 3, and similarly f(α¯)
is an arrow 3 → 1. The subquiver with vertices 1, 2, 3 is 2-regular and hence it
is equal to Q. This is the triangulation quiver as in Example 3.3, and we use the
labelling from 3.3, and with this we have
g = (α1 β1)(α2 β2)(α3 β3).
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Assume (say) α2, β2 and α3, β3 are virtual. If α1, β1 are also virtual then we do
not have any zero relations and the algebra is not finite-dimensional. Suppose now
that α1, β1 are not virtual. Then the zero-relations are
α2α3β3 = 0, β3β2α2 = 0,
α3β3β2 = 0, β2α2α3 = 0.
Hence α1, β1 do not occur in a zero relation. We have other relations, in particular
α2α3 = cα1(β1α1)
m−1β1, β3β2 = cα1(α1β1)
m−1α1
(where m = mα1), and one checks that they are consistent with the other relations,
and do not cause a zero relation for β1α1. It follows that the powers (β1α1)
r for
r = 1, 2, . . . are linearly independent in Λ and the algebra is not finite-dimensional.
We note that directly imposing nilpotence relations for α1, β1 would not produce
an algebra as we wish. Namely, suppose we add the relations
(β1α1)
m−1β1 = 0, (α1β1)
m−1α1 = 0.
Then the resulting algebra has Gabriel quiver consisting of one isolated vertex
together with
1 // 2oo
and the algebra is the product of an algebra of finite type with a 1-dimensional
simple algebra. 
Let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra, and I = I(Q, f,m•, c•).
In order to study properties of Λ, and modules, we work towards specifying a
suitable basis of the algebra Λ, defined in terms of cycles of g. In the following, we
will as usual identify an element of KQ with its residue class in Λ = KQ/I. In
addition to the elements Aα occuring in the definition, we will also use monomials
of length mαnα − 2(≥ 0). If α is an arrow, define A
′
α by
αA′α = Aα.
If α is virtual then A′α is the idempotent et(α).
Lemma 4.5. Let α be an arrow in Q. Then the following hold:
(i) Bα radΛ = 0.
(ii) Bα is non-zero.
(iii) If α is not virtual then Aα rad
2 Λ = 0.
Proof. (i) We must show that Bαα¯ = 0 and Bαα = 0 in Λ. It follows from (i) and
(iv) of Lemma 2.9 and the relations in Λ that
cαBαα¯ = αf(α)f
2(α)α¯.
If α is not virtual then f(α)f2(α)α¯ = 0 since α¯ = g(f2(α)). Now assume α is
virtual. Then
Bαα¯ =
{
α2α¯ α is a loop
αg(α)α¯ else.
In the first case, α = g(α) and f(α) = α¯, and
α2α¯ = αg(α)f(g(α)) = 0
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noting that f(α) = α¯ cannot be virtual (by the general assumption). In the second
case, g(α) = f2(α¯) which is virtual, and then f(α) is not virtual since there would
be otherwise two virtual arrows starting at the same vertex. Therefore
αg(α)α¯ = αf2(α¯)f3(α¯) = 0.
Furthermore, by interchanging the roles of α and α¯ we obtain also cαBαα =
cα¯Bα¯α = 0.
(ii) This follows from the relations defining Λ.
(iii) We have Aαf
2(α¯) = Bα which is in the socle by the previous. It remains
to show that Aαg(f(α¯)) = 0. By the relations this is a non-zero scalar multiple of
α¯f(α¯)g(f(α¯)). Since f2(α¯) is in the g-orbit of α, it is not virtual by the assumption.
Hence by the relation (2) of the definition we have α¯f(α¯)g(f(α¯)) = 0 as required.

Remark 4.6. We can motivate the zero relations of Definition 2.8, and also see
that the relations give rise to zero conditions.
(i) Consider αf(α)g(f(α)) when f2(α) is virtual. Then also g(f2(α)) is virtual
but g(f2(α)) = α¯, and then g(f(α)) = f(α¯). So we have
αf(α)g(f(α)) = cα¯α¯g(f(α)) = cα¯α¯f(α¯) = cα¯cαAα,
and Aα is non-zero, because Bα is non-zero. Since α¯ is virtual, α is not virtual (see
Assumption 2.7). So Aα rad
2 Λ = 0, by Lemma 4.5.
(ii) In the original version, the relation αg(α)f(g(α)) = 0 in Λ is a consequence of
the definition. This is now not the case, and we must add but not always. Suppose
f(α) is virtual. By relation (1) we have
αg(α)f(g(α)) = αcf(α)Af(α) = cf(α)cα¯Aα¯,
and Aα¯ is non-zero, because Bα¯ is non-zero. We know α¯ is not virtual (since f(α)
is virtual, see Lemma 4.3). So again Aα¯ rad
2 Λ = 0.
Lemma 4.5 only shows that 〈Bα〉 ⊆ socΛ. We will now prove that equality
holds. On the way, we see that for some of the algebras certain parameters need to
be excluded.
Lemma 4.7. (i) Assume α starting at i is virtual. Then soc2(eiΛ) is generated
by Aα¯. The module eiΛ has basis
{ei, α¯, α¯g(α¯), . . . , Aα¯, Bα¯, α¯f(α¯)}.
(ii) Assume α, α¯ are not virtual and soc(eiΛ) = 〈Bα〉. Then eiΛ has basis all
proper initial submonomials of Bα and Bα¯ together with ei and Bα.
Proof. (i) Let α be a virtual arrow starting at i, then α¯ is not virtual (see 2.7).
Since virtual arrows are unions of g-cycles, no virtual arrow occurs as a factor of
Bα¯. We express Bα in terms of arrows of the Gabriel quiver. If α is a loop then we
get
Bα = α
2 = (c−1α α¯f(α¯))
2.
Otherwise we get
Bα = αg(α) = (c
−1
α α¯f(α¯))(c
−1
g(α)f(α)f
2(α)).
We claim that eiΛ has basis
{ei, α¯, α¯g(α¯), . . . , Aα¯, Bα¯, α¯f(α¯)}.
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Assume first α is a loop. Then
α¯f(α¯)α¯ = cααα¯ = cααf(α) = cαcα¯Aα¯
and it follows that the set spans eiΛ. Suppose α is not a loop then
α¯f(α¯)f(α) = cααf(α) = cαcα¯Aα¯
and the set spans eiΛ. One checks that the set is linearly independent.
(ii) The set is a spanning set, by the relations. Using the assumption on the
socle, one checks that it is linearly independent. 
We will now show that the condition on the socle in part (b) is satisfied except
for those algebras which we have excluded anyway, in particular this will give us
the required basis. For the proof, we use the following preparation.
Lemma 4.8. Assume α, α¯ start at vertex i and are both not virtual. Then Aα and
Aα¯ are linearly independent in Λ.
Proof. Assume (for a contradiction) that for some t ∈ K we have
(∗) Aα + tAα¯ ∈ I.
We have cα¯Aα¯−αf(α) ∈ I and cαAα− α¯f(α¯) ∈ I. Note that arrows along Aα, Aα¯
are not virtual. If an identity (*) exists, and given that α, α¯ are not virtual, it
follows that at least one of f(α) or f(α¯) is virtual.
The last arrows of Aα andAα¯ end at t(f(α¯)) and t(f(α)), which must be the same
(by (*)). Suppose (say) f(α) is virtual, then also g(f(α)) is virtual. The arrows
starting at t(f(α)) are f2(α) and f2(α¯), and g(f(α)) 6= f2(α). So g(f(α)) = f2(α¯).
That is, f2(α¯) is virtual, and then also g(f2(α¯)). But g(f2(α¯)) = α and α is not
virtual by assumption, a contradiction. Similarly f(α¯) cannot be virtual. Hence
there is no identity (*). 
Proposition 4.9. Assume eiΛej has an element ζ with ζJ = 0 but ζ 6∈ 〈Bα〉. Then
Λ is isomorphic to the singular triangular algebra T (1) or the singular spherical
algebra S(1). Conversely, T (1) and S(1) have this property.
We split the proof into three parts, first a reduction, and then two lemmas.
For the reduction, if one of the arrows starting at i is virtual, then no such ζ
exists, we can see this from the basis of eiΛ. So assume the arrows α and α¯ starting
at i are both not virtual. Then there are no virtual arrows occuring in Bα, Bα¯ and
we get a spanning set of eiΛ consisting of initial subwords of Bα, Bα¯ (in particular
the last arrows which are f2(α¯) and f2(α) are also not virtual). Then we can write
ζ in terms of the spanning set as
ζ = ζ1 + aζ2 ∈ eiΛej
with a ∈ K and ζ1 a linear combination of paths along Bα and ζ2 a linear combina-
tion of paths along Bα¯. Then the lowest terms of ζ1, ζ2 satisfy the same property,
so we may assume that the ζi are monomials. They are then two paths from i to
j, and are linearly independent in Λ.
Lemma 4.10. Assume α, α¯ are not virtual. Let ζ = ζ1 + aζ2 in eiΛej, such that
ζ radΛ = 0 but ζ 6∈ 〈Bα〉. Assume ζ1 is a monomial along Bα and ζ2 is a monomial
along Bα¯. Then
ζ1 = αg(α), ζ2 = α¯g(α¯),
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and moreover f(α) and f(α¯) are virtual.
Proof. Write δi for the last arrow in ζi. Let β = g(δ1), this is not virtual and it
starts at j. Then ζ1β is an initial submonomial of Bα and it occurs in some relation.
Therefore ζ1β = Aα or possibly Bα.
Claim: ζ1β 6= Bα, that is ζ1 6= Aα. Assume ζ1 = Aα, then β = f
2(α¯).
We also have either β = g(δ2) or β = f(δ2) and we will show that both lead to
contradictions.
(i) Suppose β = g(δ2), then ζ2β is a monomial along Bα¯, and occurs in a relation.
So it is either Aα¯ or Bα¯ and then is Bα. But then β = f
2(α) and f2(α¯) = f2(α),
a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose β = f(δ2), then δ2 = f(α¯) and we have
ζ2β = ζ
′
2f(α¯)f
2(α¯) = ζ′2 · cg(α¯)Ag(α¯)
and ζ′2 must be equal to α¯. However then we have ζ2 = α¯δ2 = α¯f(α¯) which is not
a path along a g-cycle, a contradiction. So we must have that ζ1β = Aα.
Claim: g(δ2) = β¯ (and is not virtual). Assume not, then g(δ2) = β. This
means that ζ2β is an initial submonomial of Bα¯ and occurs in a relation. So it
must be Aα¯ or Bα¯, and then by using the previous argument it must be Aα¯. But
it is also a scalar multiple of Aα, and this contradicts Lemma 4.8. So g(δ2) = β¯.
We can now use the previous argument again, and get that ζ2β¯ = Aα¯.
As well β = f(δ2). Therefore
ζ2β = ζ
′
2δ2f(δ2) = cδ¯2ζ
′
2Aδ¯2 .
We claim that δ¯2 (and δ¯1) are virtual.
Suppose δ¯2 is not virtual, then Aδ¯2 is in the second socle. It follows that ζ
′
2 = ei
and ζ2 = α¯, and β = f(α¯). This implies f(β) = f
2(α¯). On the other hand, β is the
last arrow of Aα and therefore g(β) = f
2(α¯), that is f(β) = g(β), a contradiction.
The same reasoning using ζ1 and β¯ = f(δ1) shows that δ¯1 is virtual.
Let η = g−1(δ2) = f
−1(δ¯2). We have
(∗) ζ2β = cδ¯ζ
′
2δ¯2 = cδ¯ζ
′′
2 ηf(η) = cδ¯2cη¯ζ
′′
2Aη¯
and this is a scalar multiple of Aα = ζ1β.
The arrow η¯ is not virtual. If δ¯2 is a virtual loop then g has cycle (η δ2 η¯ . . .) and
η¯ is not virtual. If δ¯2 is virtual but not a loop, we see that f has cycle (η δ¯2 f
2(η))
and f2(η) is not virtual. In this case η¯ = g(f2(η)) and hence it is not virtual.
Now Aη¯ is in the second socle, and therefore ζ
′′
2 = ei and η = g
−1(δ2) = α¯, and
δ2 = g(α¯). We have proved ζ2 = α¯g(α¯), and it follows that f(α¯) = δ¯2 and we have
proved that it is virtual.
The same reasoning, for ζ1 and β¯ shows ζ1 = αg(α) and it follows that f(α) = δ¯1,
so it is virtual. 
Lemma 4.11. Assume ζ = ζ1+aζ2 with ζJ = 0 but ζ 6∈ 〈Bα〉. Assume ζ1 = αg(α)
and ζ2 = α¯g(α¯), and moreover f(α) and f(α¯) are virtual, and Aα, Aα¯ have length
three. Then Λ is isomorphic to T (1) or S(1).
Proof. Since Aα and Aα¯ have length 3, we have mαnα = 4 = mα¯nα¯.
Case 1. Assume i = j. Then the arrows ending at i are {g(α), g(α¯)} =
{f2(α), f2(α¯)}. So we have two cases to consider.
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(a) Assume g(α) = f2(α¯) and g(α¯) = f2(α). Let x = t(α¯) and y = t(α).
Then f(α¯) is an arrow x → y and f(α) is an arrow y → x. The full sub-
quiver with vertices i, x, y is 2-regular and hence is equal to Q. Moreover we
have g = (α f2(α¯))(α¯ f2(α))(f(α) f(α¯)) and hence mα = 2 and mα¯ = 2. Also
f = (α f(α) δ2)(α¯ f(α¯) δ1), so these are precisely the data for the triangle algebra
(Example 3.3), with the quiver
x
f2(α) //
f(α¯)
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼ i
α¯
oo
α
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
✞✞
y
f(α)
[[✼✼✼✼✼✼✼✼✼✼✼✼
f2(α¯)
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
Moreover, it follows from Example 3.3 that we may take (up to algebra isomor-
phism) cα¯ = λ, cα = 1, cf(α) = 1, for some λ ∈ K
∗. Since ζJ = 0, we obtain the
equalities
0 =
(
αf2(α¯) + aα¯f2(α)
)
α = αf2(α¯)α + aα¯f2(α)α = α¯f(α¯) + aα¯f(α¯)
= (1 + a)α¯f(α¯),
0 =
(
αf2(α¯) + aα¯f2(α)
)
α¯ = αf2(α¯)α¯ + aα¯f2(α)α¯ = αf(α) + aα¯f2(α)α¯
= (1 + aλ−1)αf(α),
and hence a = −1 and λ = 1. In particular, we conclude that Λ is isomorphic to
T (1).
(b) Assume g(α) = f2(α) and g(α¯) = f2(α¯). Then f(α) and f(α¯) are virtual
loops and againQ has three vertices, and moreover g = (α f2(α) α¯ f2(α¯))(f(α))(f(α¯))
and mα = 1. These are the data which determine the algebra Σ introduced in Ex-
ample 3.4, with the quiver
xf(α¯)
$$ f2(α¯) // i
α¯
oo
α // y
f2(α)
oo f(α)dd .
Moreover, it follows from Example 3.4 that we may take (up to algebra isomor-
phism) cα = λ, cf(α) = 1, cf(α¯) = 1, for some λ ∈ K
∗, that is Λ is isomorphic to
Σ(λ). Since ζJ = 0, we obtain the equalities
0 =
(
αf2(α) + aα¯f2(α¯)
)
α = αf2(α)α + aα¯f2(α¯)α = αf(α) + aλ−1αf(α)
= (1 + aλ−1)αf(α),
0 =
(
αf2(α) + aα¯f2(α¯)
)
α¯ = αf2(α)α¯ + aα¯f2(α¯)α¯ = λ−1α¯f(α¯) + aα¯f(α¯)
= (λ−1 + a)α¯f(α¯),
and hence a = −λ−1 and λ2 = 1. In particular, we conclude that Λ is isomorphic
to Σ(1) ∼= Σ(−1), and consequently to T (1) (see Example 3.4).
Case 2. Assume i 6= j. Note first that α, f2(α) and α¯, f2(α¯) cannot be loops
by 4.2 and 4.3.
We claim that arrows α, g(α), f(α) and f2(α) are pairwise distinct. Clearly f(α)
is different from the other three since it is the only one of these which is virtual.
If α = g(α) then α ends at j and g(α) is a loop, and α is a loop, a contradiction.
Clearly α 6= f2(α) since otherwise f(α) = α. Finally f2(α) ends at i and g(α) does
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not end at i. We observe that f(α) is not a (virtual) loop. Otherwise we would
have f2(α) = g(α) which we had excluded. Similarly f(α¯) is not a loop. Similarly,
we show that α¯, g(α¯), f(α¯) and f2(α¯) are pairwise distinct.
Let x = t(f(α)) and y = t(f(α¯)). Since mαnα = 4 we have the arrow g
2(α) :
j → y. Similarly g2(α¯) : j → x.
It follows that g2(α) = f(g(α¯)) and g2(α¯) = f(g(α)), and f(g2(α)) = g(f(α¯)) is
virtual, and f(g2(α¯)) = g(f(α)) is virtual. By 4.2 and 4.3, the arrows g2(α) and
g2(α¯) are not loops. Hence Q is the quiver
i
α
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛
α¯
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
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◆◆◆
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◆◆◆
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x
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✸✸
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of a spherical algebra, with two pairs of virtual arrows, and in fact the data are
those for the spherical algebra, namely mα = 1 and mα¯ = 1. Moreover, it follows
from Example 3.6 that we may take (up to algebra isomorphism) cα = λ, cα¯ = 1,
cf(α) = 1, cf(α¯) = 1, for some λ ∈ K
∗. Now, since ζJ = 0, we obtain the equalities
0 =
(
αg(α) + aα¯g(α¯)
)
g2(α) = αg(α)g2(α) + aα¯g(α¯)g2(α)
= λ−1α¯f(α¯) + aα¯f(α¯) = (λ−1 + a)α¯f(α¯),
0 =
(
αg(α) + aα¯g(α¯)
)
g2(α¯) = αg(α)g2(α¯) + aα¯g(α¯)g2(α¯) = αf(α) + aαf(α)
= (1 + a)αf(α),
and hence a = −1 and λ = 1. In particular, we conclude that Λ is isomorphic to
S(1). 
Since we exclude these algebras, Lemma 4.7 shows that we have a basis of eiΛ in
terms of initial submonomials of Bα and Bα¯. Hence we get the expected formula
for the dimension.
Corollary 4.12. Let i be a vertex of Q and α, α¯ the two arrows in Q with source
i. Then dimK eiΛ = mαnα +mα¯nα¯.
Proposition 4.13. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver, m• and c• weight and
parameter functions of (Q, f), and Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). Then the following state-
ments hold:
(i) Λ is finite-dimensional with dimK Λ =
∑
O∈O(g)mOn
2
O.
(ii) Λ is a symmetric algebra, except when Λ is the singular triangle, or spherical
algebra.
Proof. Let I = I(Q, f,m•, c•).
(i) It follows from Corollary 4.12 that, for each vertex i of Q, the indecomposable
projective right Λ-module Pi at the vertex i has the dimension dimK Pi = mαnα+
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mα¯nα¯, where α, α¯ are the two arrows in Q with source i. Then we get
dimK Λ =
∑
O∈O(g)
mOn
2
O.
(ii) For each vertex i ∈ Q0, we denote by Bi the basis of eiΛ consisting of ei,
all initial subwords of Aα and Aα¯, and ωi = cαBα = cα¯Bα¯ (see Lemma 4.7 and
Corollary 4.12). We know that ωi generates the socle of eiΛ. Then B =
⋃
i∈Q0
Bi is
a K-linear basis of Λ. We defined a symmetrizing K-linear form ϕ : Λ→ K which
assigns to the coset u+ I of a path u in Q the element in K
ϕ(u + I) =
{
c−1α if u = Bα for an arrow α ∈ Q1,
0 if u ∈ B otherwise
and extending linearly. 
5. Periodicity of weighted surface algebras
In this section we will prove that every weighted surface algebra with at least two
simple modules, not isomorphic to a disc, triangle, tetrahedral, spherical algebra,
is a periodic algebra of period 4.
We recall briefly what we need from [15], for proofs and details we refer to
[15]. Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra, and let Ae be the enveloping
algebra. Then the (ei ⊗ ej)A
e = A(ei ⊗ ej)A for i, j ∈ Q0, form a complete set
of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable projective modules in modAe (see [36,
Proposition IV.11.3]).
The following result by Happel [23, Lemma 1.5] describes the terms of a minimal
projective resolution of A in modAe.
Proposition 5.1. Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra, where Q is the Gabriel
quiver of A. Then there is in modAe a minimal projective resolution of A of the
form
· · · → Pn
dn−→ Pn−1 −→ · · · → P1
d1−→ P0
d0−→ A→ 0,
where
Pn =
⊕
i,j∈Q0
A(ei ⊗ ej)A
dimK Ext
n
A(Si,Sj)
for any n ∈ N.
We will need details for the first three differentials. We have
P0 =
⊕
i∈Q0
Aei ⊗ eiA.
The homomorphism d0 : P0 → A in modA
e defined by d0(ei⊗ei) = ei for all i ∈ Q0
is a minimal projective cover of A in modAe. Recall that, for two vertices i and j
in Q, the number of arrows from i to j in Q is equal to dimK Ext
1
A(Si, Sj) (see [1,
Lemma III.2.12]). Hence we have
P1 =
⊕
α∈Q1
Aes(α) ⊗ et(α)A.
Then we have the following known fact (see [2, Lemma 3.3] for a proof).
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Lemma 5.2. Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra, and d1 : P1 → P0 the
homomorphism in modAe defined by
d1(es(α) ⊗ et(α)) = α⊗ et(α) − es(α) ⊗ α
for any arrow α in Q. Then d1 induces a minimal projective cover d1 : P1 → Ω
1
Ae(A)
of Ω1Ae(A) = Ker d0 in modA
e. In particular, we have Ω2Ae(A)
∼= Ker d1 in modA
e.
For the algebras A we will consider, the kernel Ω2Ae(A) of d will be generated, as
an A-A-bimodule, by some elements of P1 associated to a set of relations generating
the admissible ideal I. Recall that a relation in the path algebra KQ is an element
of the form
µ =
n∑
r=1
crµr,
where c1, . . . , cr are non-zero elements of K and µr = α
(r)
1 α
(r)
2 . . . α
(r)
mr are paths in
Q of length mr ≥ 2, r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, having a common source and a common target.
The admissible ideal I can be generated by a finite set of relations in KQ (see
[1, Corollary II.2.9]). In particular, the bound quiver algebra A = KQ/I is given
by the path algebra KQ and a finite number of identities
∑n
r=1 crµr = 0 given
by a finite set of generators of the ideal I. Consider the K-linear homomorphism
̺ : KQ→ P1 which assigns to a path α1α2 . . . αm in Q the element
̺(α1α2 . . . αm) =
m∑
k=1
α1α2 . . . αk−1 ⊗ αk+1 . . . αm
in P1, where α0 = es(α1) and αm+1 = et(αm). Observe that ̺(α1α2 . . . αm) ∈
es(α1)P1et(αm). Then, for a relation µ =
∑n
r=1 crµr in KQ lying in I, we have an
element
̺(µ) =
n∑
r=1
cr̺(µr) ∈ eiP1ej ,
where i is the common source and j is the common target of the paths µ1, . . . , µr.
The following lemma shows that relations always produce elements in the kernel of
d1; the proof is straightforward.
Lemma 5.3. Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra and d1 : P1 → P0 the
homomorphism in modAe defined in Lemma 5.2. Then for any relation µ in KQ
lying in I, we have d1(̺(µ)) = 0.
For an algebra A = KQ/I in our context, we will define a family of relations
µ(1), . . . , µ(q) such that the associated elements ̺(µ(1)), . . . , ̺(µ(q)) generate the
A-A-bimodule Ω2Ae(A) = Ker d1. In fact, using Lemma 5.3, we will show that
P2 =
q⊕
j=1
Aes(µ(j)) ⊗ et(µ(j))A,
and the homomorphism d2 : P2 → P1 in modA
e such that
d2
(
es(µ(j)) ⊗ et(µ(j))
)
= ̺(µ(j)),
for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, defines a projective cover of Ω2Ae(A) in modA
e. In particular,
we have Ω3Ae(A)
∼= Ker d2 in modA
e. We will denote this homomorphism d2 by R.
The differential S := d3 : P3 → P2 will be defined later.
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Now we fix a weighted surface algebra Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) for a triangulation
quiver (Q, f) with at least two vertices, a weight function m• and a parameter
function c•. Moreover, we assume that Λ is not a (non-singular) tetrahedral, or
disc, or triangle, or spherical algebra (they are already dealt with in Proposition
3.8).
We fix a vertex i of Q, and we show that the simple module Si is periodic of
period four. Let α and α¯ be the arrows starting at i.
Proposition 5.4. Assume that the arrows α, α¯ are not virtual. Then there is an
exact sequence in modΛ
0→ Si → Pi
π3−→ Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯))
π2−→ Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯)
π1−→ Pi → Si → 0,
which give rise to a minimal projective resolution of Si in modΛ. In particular, Si
is a periodic module of period 4.
If the arrows α and α¯ are both not virtual then this is Proposition 7.1 of [15].
Now assume that α¯ is a virtual loop, then α is not virtual. Note that by As-
sumption 2.7 we have mαnα ≥ 4. The quiver Q contains a subquiver
iα¯
## α // j
f(α)
oo
and f has a cycle (α¯ α f(α)). Let γ be the other arrow starting at vertex j, and δ
be the other arrow ending at j.
Lemma 5.5. There is an exact sequence of Λ-modules
0→ Ω−1(Si)→ Pj → Pj → Ω(Si)→ 0
which gives rise to a periodic minimal projective resolution of Si in modΛ. In
particular Si is periodic of period 4.
Proof. We have Ω(Si) = αΛ, and we take Ω
2(Si) as
Ω2(Si) = {x ∈ ejΛ | αx = 0}.
We have the following relations in Λ:
(i) αf(α) = cα¯α¯,
(ii) α¯α = cαAα.
Hence cαAα = α¯α = c
−1
α¯ αf(α)α and if we set
ϕ := f(α)α− cα¯cαA
′
α
(where αA′α = Aα), then ϕΛ ⊆ Ω
2(Si). The module Ω
2(Si) has dimension mαnα−
1. We will now show that ϕΛ has the same dimension which will give equality.
(1) First we observe that ϕf(α) = 0. Namely
ϕf(α) = f(α)αf(α) − cαcα¯A
′
αf(α) = f(α)cα¯α¯− cαcα¯Aγ = 0
since f(α)α¯ = cγAγ and cα = cγ . Hence ϕ radΛ is generated by ϕγ.
(2) We show that A′αγ lies in the socle. We have γ = f(δ) and A
′
α has length
≥ 2. Therefore A′αγ = A
′′
αg
−1(δ)δf(δ). The product of the last three arrows is
zero unless possibly f(g−1(δ)) is virtual, and if so then it lies in the second socle,
by Lemma 4.5 (iii). Moreover, in this case, A′′α is in the radical, because Λ is not
the triangle algebra considered in Example 3.4. Hence, in any case A′αγ lies in the
socle.
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(3) We can now compute the dimension of ϕΛ. By (1) and (2) the radical of
ϕΛ is generated by ϕγ = f(α)αγ + u, for an element u in the socle. Now f(α)αγ
is a monomial along Bf(α) which has length ≥ 4 and hence f(α)αγ is not in the
socle. It follows that ϕΛ has basis
{ϕ, ϕγ, ϕγg(γ) = f(α)αγg(γ), . . . , Bf(α)}
of size mαnα − 1. Hence ϕΛ = Ω
2(Si). Note that this is not simple.
(4) We identify Ω3(Si) with {x ∈ ejΛ | ϕx = 0}, which has dimension mαnα−1.
By (1) we know that this contains f(α)Λ. Moreover f(α)Λ is isomorphic to Ω−1(Si)
which has the same dimension. Hence we have Ω3(Si) ∼= Ω
−1(Si) and Si has period
4. 
Now assume α¯ is virtual but not a loop. Then α is not virtual, and it cannot be
a loop (see 4.2 and 4.3). We have the following diagram:
j
f(α)
✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
i
α
EE✡✡✡✡✡✡✡✡✡
α¯
// •
f2(α)oo
f(α¯)
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
y
f2(α¯)
ZZ✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹
Lemma 5.6. There is an exact sequence of Λ-modules
0→ Ω−1(Si)→ Py → Pj → Ω(Si)→ 0
which gives rise to a minimal projective resolution of period 4.
Proof. We identify Ω(Si) = αΛ and then Ω
2(Si) = {x ∈ ejΛ | αx = 0}. We have
the following relations in Λ:
(i) αf(α) = cα¯α¯,
(ii) α¯f(α¯) = cαAα.
Hence cαAα = α¯f(α¯) = c
−1
α¯ αf(α)f(α¯) and if we set
ϕ := f(α)f(α¯)− cα¯cαA
′
α
(where αA′α = Aα), then ϕΛ ⊆ Ω
2(Si).
The module Ω2(Si) has dimension mf(α)nf(α) − 1. We want to show that ϕΛ
has the same dimension. Assume first that j 6= y. Let γ = g(f(α¯)) and δ = f−1(γ).
(1) First we observe that ϕf2(α¯) = 0: Namely
ϕf2(α¯) = f(α)f(α¯)f2(α¯)− cαcα¯A
′
αf
2(α¯).
The first term is
f(α)cf2(α)Af2(α) = cf2(α)f(α)f
2(α) = cf2(α)cg(α)Ag(α)
and the second term is the same since A′αf
2(α¯) = Ag(α) and cα = cg(α), and
cf2(α) = cα¯. So we get zero. Hence ϕ radΛ is generated by ϕγ.
(2) We analyse A′αγ and compute the dimension of ϕΛ.
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(2a) Assume mαnα = 3. Then we claim that A
′
αγ is in the second socle, and
moreover mf(α)nf(α) ≥ 5.
With this assumption, Aα = αδ where δ = g(α), so A
′
αγ = δγ = cf(α)Af(α)
which is in the second socle. Consider the g-orbit of f(α), it is (f(α) f(α¯) γ . . .)
and the last arrow in this orbit is the arrow g−1(f(α)) 6= α ending at j.
We know that γ cannot end at j since then the f -cycle of g(α) would not have
length three. Let z = t(γ). Since γ = f(g(α)), the arrow f(γ) is an arrow z → j
and this is then the last arrow in the g-cycle in question. This cannot be g(γ) since
it is f(γ). At best, g(γ) is a loop at z and then the g-cycle of f(α) has length 5,
and in general it has length ≥ 5.
In this case ϕγ = f(α)f(α¯)γ + v, for an element v in the second socle. We
postmultiply by g(γ)g2(γ) and get
f(α)f(α¯)γg(γ)g2(γ) + 0
and this is a non-zero monomial along Bf(α). We deduce using also (1) that
dimϕΛ = mf(α)nf(α) − 1, and we are done in this case.
(2b) Assume mαnα ≥ 5, then A
′
αγ = A
′′
αg
−1(δ)δf(δ) = 0 since A′′α is in the
square of the radical and the other factor is at least in the second socle.
It follows that the dimension of ϕΛ is equal to mf(α)nf(α) − 1 as required.
(2c) Assume mαnα = 4. Consider A
′
αγ.
In this case A′α = g(α)δ and A
′
αγ = g(α)δf(δ). This is zero if f(g(α)) is not
virtual. We are left with the case where f(g(α)) is virtual, and then g(α)δf(δ) is a
scalar multiple of g(α)δ¯ = cf(α)Af(α).
So ϕγ = f(α)f(α¯)γ − λAf(α) for a non-zero scalar λ. Because Λ is not a spher-
ical algebra, we have mf(α)nf(α) ≥ 5, then it follows as before that dimϕΛ =
mf(α)nf(α) − 1.
(3) By (1) we know Ω3(Si) contains f
2(α¯)Λ and this is isomorphic to Ω−1(Si).
One sees that they have the same dimension and hence are equal. This completes
the proof in the case i 6= j.
Assume now that i = j, then Q has three vertices. Then g is the product of
three 2-cycles, namely
g =
(
α f2(α¯)
)(
f(α) f(α¯)
)(
α¯ f2(α)
)
.
By Assumption 2.7, we have mα ≥ 2 and mf(α) ≥ 2. Moreover, since Λ is not a
triangle algebra, we have mα+mf(α) ≥ 5. One sees similarly as before that ϕΛ has
dimensionmf(α)nf(α) − 1, and then it follows again that Si has period four. 
To identify the projective P2 of a minimal bimodule resolution, we need Ext
2
Λ(Si, Sj)
for simple modules Si, Sj.
Lemma 5.7. The dimension of Ext2Λ(Si, Sj) is equal to the number of arrows j → i
in the Gabriel quiver of Λ.
Proof. This follows from the calculation of syzygies of the simple modules. 
Now we construct the first steps of a minimal projective bimodule resolution
of Λ. Then we will show that Ω4Λ(Λ)
∼= Λ in modΛe. We shall use the notation
introduced in earlier in this section. Recall the first few steps of a minimal projective
resolution of Λ in modΛe,
P3
S
−→ P2
R
−→ P1
d
−→ P0
d0−→ Λ→ 0
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where
P0 =
⊕
i∈Q0
Λei ⊗ eiΛ,
P1 =
⊕
α∈(QΛ)1
Λes(α) ⊗ et(α)Λ,
the homomorphism d0 is defined by d0(ei ⊗ ei) = ei for all i ∈ Q0, and the homo-
morphism d : P1 → P0 is defined by
d
(
es(α) ⊗ et(α)
)
= α⊗ et(α) − es(α) ⊗ α
for any arrow α of the Gabriel quiver QΛ. In particular, we have Ω
1
Λ(Λ) = Ker d0
and Ω2Λ(Λ) = Kerd.
We define now the homomorphism R : P2 → P1. For each arrow α of Q which is
not virtual, that is, it is an arrow of the Gabriel quiver QΛ, consider the element
in KQ
µα := α¯f(α¯)− cαAα.
Since we work with the Gabriel quiver, we must make substitutions. Note first that
since α is not virtual, no arrow in the g-cycle of α is virtual and therefore Aα is
a path in QΛ. If α¯ is virtual then we substitute α¯ = αf(α) (using that cα¯ = 1 by
assumption). Note that if α¯ is virtual then f(α) is not virtual (see 4.2 and 4.3).
Similary we substitute f(α) = g(α)f(g(α)) if f(α) is virtual. Recall that α, f(α)
cannot be both virtual.
Note also that µα = es(α¯)µαet(f(α¯)). It follows from Proposition 5.1 and Lemma
5.7 that P2 is of the form
P2 =
⊕
α∈(QΛ)1
Λes(α¯) ⊗ et(f(α¯))Λ.
We define the homomorphism R : P2 → P1 in modΛ
e by
R
(
es(α¯) ⊗ et(f(α¯))
)
:= ̺(µα)
for any arrow α of the Gabriel quiver of Λ, where ̺ : KQ → P1 is the K-linear
homomorphism defined earlier this section.
It follows from Lemma 5.3 that ImR ⊆ Ker d.
Lemma 5.8. The homomorphism R : P2 → P1 induces a projective cover Ω
2
Λe(Λ)
in modΛe. In particular, we have Ω3Λe(Λ) = KerR.
Proof. We know that radΛe = radΛop⊗Λ+Λop⊗radΛ (see [36, Corollary IV.11.4]).
It follows from the definition that the generators ̺(µα) of the image of R are
elements of radP1 which are linearly independent in radP1/ rad
2
P1, provided both
α, α¯ are not virtual. Suppose (say) α¯ is virtual, then we consider Si⊗Λ ̺(µα). This
is precisely the generator of the module Ω2(Si) as constructed in Lemmas 5.5 and
5.6. Therefore ̺(µα) is a generator for the image of R. We conclude that ̺(µα),
α ∈ Q1, form a minimal set of generators of the right Λ
e-module Ω2Λe(Λ). Summing
up, we obtain that R : P2 → Ω
2
Λe(Λ) is a projective cover of Ω
2
Λe(Λ) in modΛ
e. 
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By Proposition 5.1, and the result that simple modules have Ω-period four, we
have that P3 is of the form
P3 =
⊕
i∈Q0
Λei ⊗ eiΛ.
For each vertex i ∈ Q0, we define an element in P2. If both arrows α, α¯ starting at
i are not virtual (so that also the arrows f2(α), f2(α¯) ending at i are not virtual)
then we define (as in [15])
ψi =
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α))
)
f2(α) +
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α¯))
)
f2(α¯)− α
(
et(α) ⊗ ei
)
− α¯
(
et(α¯) ⊗ ei
)
=
(
es(α) ⊗ et(f(α))
)
f2(α) +
(
es(α¯) ⊗ et(f(α¯))
)
f2(α¯)− α
(
es(f(α)) ⊗ et(f2(α))
)
− α¯
(
es(f(α¯)) ⊗ et(f2(α¯))
)
.
Suppose α¯ is virtual and then also f2(α) is virtual, and α, f2(α¯) are not virtual. In
this case, we take the same formula but omit the terms which have virtual arrows
(and idempotents which do not occur in P2). That is we define
ψi =
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α¯))
)
f2(α¯)− α
(
et(α) ⊗ ei
)
.
Similarly, if α is virtual and then f2(α¯) is virtual, and then α¯, f2(α) are not virtual,
we define
ψi =
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α))
)
f2(α)− α¯
(
et(α¯) ⊗ ei
)
.
We define now a homomorphism S : P3 → P2 in modΛ
e by
S(ei ⊗ ei) = ψi
for any vertex i ∈ Q0.
Lemma 5.9. The homomorphism S : P3 → P2 induces a projective cover of Ω
3
Λe(Λ)
in modΛe. In particular, we have Ω4Λe(Λ) = KerS.
Proof. We will prove first that R(ψi) = 0 for any i ∈ Q0. Fix a vertex i ∈ Q0. If
both arrows starting at i are not virtual, this is identical with the calculation in
[15], we will not repeat this (note that only arrows in g-orbits occur which are not
virtual). Suppose now that α is not virtual and α¯ is virtual. Then we have, in P1,
that
R(ψi) = ̺(µα¯)f
2(α¯)− α̺
(
µf(α)
)
= ̺
(
αf(α)f(α¯)
)
f2(α¯)− α̺
(
f(α)f(α¯)f2(α¯)
)
+ cα
(
− ̺(Aα)f
2(α¯) + α̺(Ag(α))
)
= ei ⊗ f(α)f(α¯)f
2(α¯)− αf(α)f(α¯)⊗ ei + cα(−ei ⊗Ag(α) +Aα ⊗ ei)
= 0,
because f2(α¯) = gnα−1(α), f2(α) = gnα¯−1(α¯), f(α)f(α¯)f2(α¯) = f(α)f2(α) =
cg(α)Ag(α) and αf(α)f(α¯) = α¯f(α¯) = cαAα. Similarly one shows that R(ψi) = 0
if α is virtual and α¯ not virtual. Hence ImS ⊆ KerR. Further, it follows from the
definition that the generators ψi, i ∈ Q0, of the image of S are elements of radP2
which are linearly independent in radP2/ rad
2
P2. We conclude from the form of
P2 that these elements form a minimal set of generators of KerR = Ω
3
Λe(Λ). Hence
S : P3 → Ω
3
Λe(Λ) is a projective cover of Ω
3
Λe(Λ) in modΛ
e. 
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Theorem 5.10. There is an isomorphism Ω4Λe(Λ)
∼= Λ in modΛe. In particular,
Λ is a periodic algebra of period 4.
Proof. This is very similar to the proof of [13, Theorem 5.9]. Let ϕ be the sym-
metrizing K-linear form as defined in Proposition 4.13. Then, by general theory, we
have the symmetrizing bilinear form (−,−) : Λ× Λ→ K such that (x, y) = ϕ(xy)
for any x, y ∈ Λ. Observe that, for any elements x ∈ Bi and y ∈ B, we have
(x, y) = the coefficient of ωi in xy,
when xy is expressed as a linear combination of the elements of eiB over K. Con-
sider also the dual basis B∗ = {b∗ | b ∈ B} of Λ such that (b, c∗) = δbc for b, c ∈ B.
Observe that, for x ∈ eiB and y ∈ B, the element (x, y) can only be non-zero if
y = yei. In particular, if b ∈ eiBej then b
∗ ∈ ejBei.
For each vertex i ∈ Q0, we define the element of P3
ξi =
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ b∗.
We note that ξi is independent of the basis of Λ (see [13, part (2a) on the page
119]). It follows from [13, part (2b) on the page 119] that, for any element a ∈
ei(radΛ)ej \ ei(radΛ)
2ej , we have
aξi = ξja.
Consider now the homomorphism
θ : Λ→ P3
in modΛe such that θ(ei) = ξi for any i ∈ Q0. Then θ(1Λ) =
∑
i∈Q0
ξi, and
consequently we have
a
( ∑
i∈Q0
ξi
)
= θ(a) =
( ∑
i∈Q0
ξi
)
a
for any element a ∈ Λ. We claim that θ is a monomorphism. It is enough to show
that θ is a monomorphism of right Λ-modules. We know that Λ =
⊕
i∈Q0
eiΛ and
each eiΛ has simple socle generated by ωi. For each i ∈ Q0, we have
θ(ωi) =
( ∑
j∈Q0
ξj
)
ωi = ξiωi =
∑
b∈Bi
(b ⊗ b∗)ωi =
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ b∗ωi = ωi ⊗ ωi 6= 0.
Hence the claim follows. Our next aim is to show that S(ξi) = 0 for any i ∈ Q0, or
equivalently, that Im θ ⊆ KerS = Ω4Λe(Λ). Applying arguments from [13, part (3)
on the pages 119 and 120], we obtain that∑
b∈B
b(ar ⊗ as)b∗ =
∑
b∈B
b⊗ ar+sb∗
for all integers r, s ≥ 0 and any element a = epaeq in radΛ, with p, q ∈ Q0. In
particular, for each arrow α in Q1, we have∑
b∈B
bα⊗ b∗ =
∑
b∈B
b⊗ αb∗,
and hence ∑
b∈Bi
bα⊗ b∗ =
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ αb∗
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for any i ∈ Q0. We note that every arrow β in Q occurs once as a left factor of
some ψj (with negative sign) and once a right factor of some ψk (with positive
sign), because β = f2(α) for a unique arrow α. Then, for any i ∈ Q0, the following
equalities hold
S(ξi) =
∑
b∈Bi
S(b⊗ b∗) =
∑
b∈Bi
∑
j∈Q0
S(bej ⊗ ejb
∗) =
∑
b∈Bi
∑
j∈Q0
bS(ej ⊗ ej)b
∗
=
∑
b∈Bi
∑
j∈Q0
bψjb
∗ =
∑
α∈(QΛ)1
[ ∑
b∈Bi
−(bα⊗ b∗) +
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ αb∗
]
= 0.
Hence, indeed Im θ ⊆ KerS = Ω4Λe(Λ), and we obtain a monomorphism θ : Λ →
Ω4Λe(Λ) in modΛ
e.
Finally, it follows from Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 5.4 that Ω4Λe(Λ)
∼= 1Λσ in
modΛe for some K-algebra automorphism σ of Λ. Then dimK Λ = dimK Ω
4
Λe(Λ),
and consequently θ is an isomorphism. Therefore, we have Ω4Λe(Λ)
∼= Λ in modΛe.
Clearly, then Λ is a periodic algebra of period 4. 
Corollary 5.11. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least four vertices, let
m• and c• be weight and parameter functions of (Q, f), and let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•)
be the associated weighted triangulation algebra. Then the Cartan matrix CΛ of Λ
is singular.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 2.5 and 5.10. 
6. The representation type
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. We start by describing the
general strategy. We are given a weighted triangulation algebra Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•)
of dimension d. We aim to define an algebraic family of algebras Λ(t) for t ∈ K in
the variety algd(K) such that for every arrow α of Q we have
(i) αf(α) = cα¯t
v(α)Aα¯ with v(α) a natural number ≥ 1,
(ii) cαBα = cα¯Bα¯, and
(iii) the zero relations as in Definition 2.8 hold.
Then the algebra A(0) is the biserial weighted triangulation algebra associated
to Λ. Theorem 1.2 for Λ will follow if we can make sure that A(t) ∼= A(1) for
any non-zero t ∈ K. We will define a map ϕt : A(1) → A(t) such that ϕt(α) =
tu(α)α ∈ A(t) where u(α) ≥ 1 is a natural number, and extend to products and
linear combinations. This will define an algebra isomorphism A(1) → A(t) if and
only if for all arrows α the following identity holds:
(†) v(α) + u(α) + u(f(α)) = u(Aα¯)
where we define u(µ) =
∑r
i=1 u(αi) for a monomial µ = α1 . . . αr in KQ. We deal
first with some of the exceptions, in Proposition 6.6 it will be clear why these need
to be treated separately.
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Let (Q, f) be the triangulation quiver (as in Example 3.6)
1
2
3
45 6
α
ξ
δ
η
β
ν
̺
ε
σ
µ
ω
γ
where f is the permutation of arrows of order 3 described by the shaded subquivers.
Then g has four orbits
O(α) = (α β γ σ), O(̺) = (̺ ω ν δ), O(ξ) = (ξ η), O(ε) = (ε µ).
Let r ≥ 2 be a natural number and letmr• : O(g)→ N
∗ be the weight function given
by mO(α) = mO(̺) = mO(ξ) = 1 and mO(ε) = r. Moreover, let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be
an arbitrary parameter function. We consider the weighted triangulation algebra
S(r, c•) = Λ(Q, f,m
r
•, c•).
Lemma 6.1. The algebra S(r, c•) degenerates to the biserial weighted triangulation
algebra B(Q, f,mr•, c•). In particular, S(r, c•) is a tame algebra.
Proof. We write a = cO(α), b = cO(̺), c = cO(ξ), d = cO(ε). For each t ∈ K,
consider the algebra A(t) given by the quiver Q and the relations:
αξ = btr̺ων, ξδ = atrβγσ, δα = ctrη,
βν = ctrξ, νη = atrγσα, ηβ = btrδ̺ω,
σ̺ = dt3r−4(µε)r−1µ, ̺ε = at3r−4αβγ, εσ = bt3r−4ωνδ,
γµ = bt3r−4νδ̺, µω = at3r−4σαβ, ωγ = dt3r−4(εµ)r−1ε,
aαβγσ = b̺ωνδ, aβγσα = cξη, aγσαβ = bνδ̺ω,
aσαβγ = d(µε)r, bδ̺ων = cηξ, bωνδ̺ = d(εµ)r ,
θf(θ)g
(
f(θ)
)
= 0 for θ ∈ Q1 \ {δ, β},
θg(θ)f
(
g(θ)
)
= 0 for θ ∈ Q1 \ {α, ν}.
Note that 3r − 4 ≥ 1 because r ≥ 2. Then A(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family
in the variety algd(K), with d = 4r + 36. Observe also that A(1) = S(r, c•) and
A(0) = B(Q, f,mr•, c•). Fix t ∈ K \ {0}. Then there exists an isomorphism of
K-algebras ϕt : A(1)→ A(t) given by
ϕt(α) = t
rα, ϕt(β) = t
2rβ, ϕt(γ) = t
rγ, ϕt(σ) = t
4rσ,
ϕt(̺) = t
r̺, ϕt(ω) = t
4rω, ϕt(ν) = t
rν, ϕt(δ) = t
2rδ,
ϕt(ξ) = t
4rξ, ϕt(η) = t
4rη, ϕt(ε) = t
4ε, ϕt(µ) = t
4µ.
Therefore, applying Proposition 2.2, we conclude that S(r, c•) degenerates to
B(Q, f,mr•, c•), and S(r, c•) is a tame algebra. 
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Let (Q, f) be the triangulation quiver
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo
σ // 3
δ
oo ηdd
(as in Example 3.4) with f -orbits (α β γ) and (η δ σ). Then g has orbits
O(α) = (α), O(β) = (β σ δ γ), O(η) = (η).
Let r ≥ 3 be a natural number and mr• : O(g) → N
∗ the weight function given
by mr
O(α) = 2, m
r
O(β) = 1 and m
r
O(η) = r. Moreover, let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be an
arbitrary parameter function. We consider the weighted triangulation algebra
Σ(r, c•) = Λ(Q, f,m
r
•, c•).
Lemma 6.2. Σ(r, c•) degenerates to the biserial weighted triangulation algebra
B(Q, f,mr•, c•). In particular, Σ(r, c•) is a tame algebra.
Proof. We abbreviate a = cO(α), b = cO(β) and c = cO(η). We consider two cases.
(1) Assume r = 3. For each t ∈ K, we denote by Λ(t) the algebra given by the
quiver Q and the relations:
αβ = btβσδ, βγ = atα, γα = btσδγ,
ηδ = btδγβ, aα2 = b(βσδγ), b(γβσδ) = b(σδγβ),
b(δγβσ) = cηr, δσ = ctη2, ση = btγβσ,
θf(θ)g(f(θ)) = 0 for β 6= θ ∈ Q1, θg(θ)f(g(θ)) = 0 for γ 6= θ ∈ Q1.
Then Λ(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family in the variety alg21(K), with Λ(1) =
Σ(3, c•), and Λ(0) = B(Q, f,m
3
•, c•). Moreover, for each t ∈ K \ {0}, there exists
an isomorphism of K-algebras ϕt : Λ(1)→ Λ(t) given by
ϕt(α) = t
6α, ϕt(β) = t
2β, ϕt(γ) = t
3γ,
ϕt(η) = t
4η, ϕt(δ) = t
4δ, ϕt(σ) = t
3σ.
Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that Σ(3, c•) degenerates toB(Q, f,m
3
•, c•),
and Σ(3, c•) is tame.
(2) Assume r ≥ 4. For each t ∈ K, we denote by A(t) the algebra given by the
quiver Q and the relations:
αβ = btrβσδ, βγ = atrα, γα = btrσδγ,
ηδ = bt2r−6δγβ, aα2 = b(βσδγ), b(γβσδ) = b(σδγβ),
b(δγβσ) = cηr, δσ = ct2r−6ηr−1, ση = bt2r−6γβσ,
θf(θ)g(f(θ)) = 0 for β 6= θ ∈ Q1, θg(θ)f(g(θ)) = 0 for γ 6= θ ∈ Q1.
We note that 2r − 6 ≥ 1, because r ≥ 4. Then A(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family
in the variety algd(K), with d = r + 18. Observe also that A(1) = Σ(r, c•) and
A(0) = B(Q, f,mr•, c•). Further, for each t ∈ K \ {0}, there exists an isomorphism
of K-algebras ψt : A(1)→ A(t) given by
ψt(α) = t
3rα, ψt(β) = t
rβ, ψt(γ) = t
rγ,
ψt(η) = t
6η, ψt(δ) = t
2rδ, ψt(σ) = t
2rσ.
Therefore, applying Proposition 2.2, we conclude that Σ(r, c•) degenerates to
B(Q, f,mr•, c•), and Σ(r, c•) is tame. 
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Let (Q, f) be the triangulation quiver (as in Example 3.1)
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo σdd
with f -orbits (α β γ) and (σ), so that the g-orbits are (α) and (β σ γ). We fix
a natural number r ≥ 4, and we take m• to be the weight function mα = r and
mβ = 1. Moreover, for c• we take an arbitrary parameter function. We consider
the weighted triangulation algebra
Ω(r, c•) = Λ(Q, f,m
r
•, c•).
Lemma 6.3. The algebra Ω(r, c•) degenerates to the biserial weighted triangulation
algebra B(Q, f,mr•, c•). In particular, Ω(r, c•) is tame.
Proof. We abbreviate a = cα and b = cβ . We consider two cases.
(1) Assume r = 4. For each t ∈ K, we denote by Λ(t) the algebra given by the
quiver Q and the relations:
σ2 = btγβ, γα = btσγ, αβ = btβσ, βγ = atα3,
aα4 = b(βσγ), b(γβσ) = b(σγβ),
θf(θ)g(f(θ)) = 0 (θ ∈ Q1), θg(θ)f(g(θ)) = 0 (θ ∈ Q1).
Then Λ(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family in the variety alg13(K), with Λ(1) =
Σ(4, c•) and Λ(0) = B(Q, f,m
4
•, c•). Moreover, for each t ∈ K
∗, there exists an
isomorphism of K-algebras ϕt : Λ(1)→ Λ(t) given by
ϕt(σ) = t
5σ, ϕt(γ) = t
5γ, ϕt(β) = t
6β, ϕt(α) = t
4α.
Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that Ω(4, c•) degenerates toB(Q, f,m
4
•, c•),
and Ω(4, c•) is a tame algebra.
(2) Assume r ≥ 5. For each t ∈ K, we denote by A(t) the algebra given by the
quiver Q and the relations:
σ2 = btrγβ, γα = btr−4σγ, αβ = btr−4βσ,
βγ = atr−4αr−1, aαr = b(βσγ), b(γβσ) = b(σγβ),
θf(θ)g(f(θ)) = 0 (θ ∈ Q1), θg(θ)f(g(θ)) = 0 (θ ∈ Q1).
Then A(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family in the variety algd(K), with d = 9 + r.
Observe also that A(1) = Ω(r, c•) and A(0) = B(Q, f,m
r
•, c•). Further, for each
t ∈ K \ {0}, there exists an isomorphism of K-algebras ψt : A(1)→ A(t) given by
ψt(σ) = t
rσ, ψt(γ) = t
rγ, ψt(β) = t
2rβ, ψt(α) = t
4α.
Therefore, applying Proposition 2.2, we conclude that Ω(r, c•) degenerates to
B(Q, f,mr•, c•), and Ω(r, c•) is a tame algebra. 
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Let (Q, f) be the triangulation quiver
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with f -orbits (α ξ δ), (β σ η), (γ ω ν) and (ε). Then g has orbits
O(α) = (α β γ), O(δ) = (δ ω ε ν σ), O(ξ) = (ξ η).
Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be the weight function given by mO(α) = mO(δ) = mO(ξ) = 1
and let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be an arbitrary parameter function. We consider the
weighted triangulation algebra
Φ(c•) = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•).
Lemma 6.4. The algebra Φ(c•) degenerates to the biserial weighted triangulation
algebra B(Q, f,m•, c•). In particular, Φ(c•) is a tame algebra.
Proof. We write a = cO(α), b = cO(δ), c = cO(ξ). For each t ∈ K, consider the
algebra A(t) given by the quiver Q and the relations:
αξ = btωενσ, ξδ = atβγ, ση = atγα, ων = at2αβ,
ηβ = btδωεν, δα = ctη, βσ = ctξ, νγ = bt2ενσδ,
γω = bt2σδωε, θf(θ)g
(
f(θ)
)
= 0 for θ ∈ Q1 \ {β, δ},
ε2 = bt8νσδω, θg(θ)f
(
g(θ)
)
= 0 for θ ∈ Q1 \ {α, σ},
and in addition
a(αβγ) = b(ωενσδ), a(βγα) = c(ξη), b(σδωεν) = a(γαβ),
b(δωενσ) = c(ηξ), b(ενσδω) = b(νσδωε).
Then A(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family in the variety alg38(K), with A(1) = Φ(c•)
and A(0) = B(Q, f,m•, c•). Moreover, for each t ∈ K
∗, there exists an isomorphism
of K-algebras ϕt : A(1)→ A(t) given by
ϕt(α) = t
5α, ϕt(β) = t
5β, ϕt(γ) = t
10γ, ϕt(ξ) = t
10ξ, ϕt(η) = t
10η,
ϕt(δ) = t
4δ, ϕt(ω) = t
4ω, ϕt(ε) = t
4ε, ϕt(ν) = t
4ν, ϕt(σ) = t
4σ.
Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that Φ(c•) degenerates to B(Q, f,m•, c•),
and Φ(c•) is tame. 
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Let (Q, f) be the triangulation quiver
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with f -orbits (α ξ δ), (β σ η), (γ ω ν), (ε ̺ µ) . Then g has orbits
O(α) = (α β γ), O(δ) = (δ ω ε µ ν σ), O(ξ) = (ξ η), O(̺) = (̺).
Let r ≥ 2 be a natural number and mr• : O(g) → N
∗ be the weight function given
by mr
O(α) = m
r
O(δ) = m
r
O(ξ) = 1 and m
r
O(̺) = r. Moreover, let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be
an arbitrary parameter function. We consider the weighted triangulation algebra
Ψ(r, c•) = Λ(Q, f,m
r
•, c•).
Lemma 6.5. The algebra Ψ(r, c•) degenerates to the associated biserial weighted
triangulation algebra B(Q, f,mr•, c•). In particular, Ψ(r, c•) is a tame algebra.
Proof. We write a = cO(α), b = cO(δ), c = cO(ξ), d = cO(̺). For each t ∈ K,
consider the algebra A(t) given by the quiver Q and the relations:
αξ = btrωεµνσ, ξδ = atrβγ, δα = ctrη,
ηβ = btrδωεµν, ση = atrγα, βσ = ctrξ,
γω = bt2rσδωεµ, ων = atrαβ, νγ = bt2rεµνσδ,
ε̺ = bt8r−12νσδωε, ̺µ = bt8r−12µνσδω, µε = dt8r−12̺r−1,
θf(θ)g
(
f(θ)
)
= 0 for θ ∈ Q1 \ {β, δ, µ},
θg(θ)f
(
g(θ)
)
= 0 for θ ∈ Q1 \ {α, σ, ε},
µεµ = 0, εµε = 0, if r ≥ 3.
In addition we have the relations
a(αβγ) = b(ωεµνσδ), a(βγα) = c(ξη), b(σδωεµν) = a(γαβ),
b(δωεµνσ) = c(ηξ), b(εµνσδω) = b(νσδωεµ), b(µνσδωε) = d̺r.
We note that 8r − 12 ≥ 1, because r ≥ 2. Then A(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family
in the variety algn(K), with n = r + 49. Observe also that A(1) = Ψ(r, c•) and
A(0) = B(Q, f,mr•, c•). Further, for each t ∈ K \ {0}, there is an isomorphism of
K-algebras ϕt : A(1)→ A(t) given by
ϕt(α) = t
3rα, ϕt(β) = t
3rβ, ϕt(γ) = t
6rγ, ϕt(ξ) = t
6rξ,
ϕt(η) = t
6rη, ϕt(̺) = t
12̺, ϕt(δ) = t
2rδ, ϕt(ω) = t
2rω,
ϕt(ε) = t
2rε, ϕt(µ) = t
2rµ, ϕt(ν) = t
2rν, ϕt(σ) = t
2rσ.
Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that Ψ(r, c•) degenerates to B(Q, f,m
r
•, c•),
and Ψ(r, c•) is tame. 
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Towards the general case, let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) be an arbitrary weighted tri-
angulation algebra. We define
M := MΛ = 2 lcm{mOnO | O ∈ O(g)},
q(α) := mαnα, q : Q1 → N
∗,
v(α) := M
(
1−
1
q(α)
−
1
q(f(α))
−
1
q
(
f2(α)
))
for any α ∈ Q1. We will see in Proposition 6.7 that as long as v(α) ≥ 1 for all
arrows α, we can define algebraic family of algebras and show that Λ degenerates
to the associated biserial triangulation algebra. First we determine quivers which
have arrows α with v(α) ≤ 0.
Proposition 6.6. Assume that v(α) ≤ 0 for some arrow α ∈ Q1. Then Λ is
isomorphic to one of the algebras D(λ), T (λ), S(λ), Λ(λ), with λ ∈ K∗, S(r, c•),
with r ≥ 2, Σ(r, c•), with r ≥ 3, Ω(r, c•), with r ≥ 4, Φ(c•), or Ψ(r, c•), with r ≥ 2.
Proof. We have v(α) ≤ 0 if and only if 1
q(α) +
1
q(f(α)) +
1
q(f2(α)) ≥ 1. That is, (up
to rotation)
(
q(α), q(f(α)), q(f2(α))
)
is one of the triples: (2, 2, n), n ≥ 2, (2, 3, 3),
(2, 3, 4), (2, 3, 5), (2, 3, 6), (2, 4, 4), and (3, 3, 3).
(1) The case (2, 2, n) does not occur: Suppose we have α 6= f(α) and they are
both virtual. Then g(α) and f(α) are virtual starting at the same vertex, which
contradicts Assumption 2.7.
(2) We determine when q(α) = 2 and v(α) ≤ 0 when α is a loop. Then (Q, f)
has a subquiver of the form
•α
$$ β // •
γ
oo
with f -orbit (α β γ) and g(α) = α. Moreover, mα = 2. Further, O(β) = O(γ)
has length at least 3. Hence we have q(β) = mβnβ = mγnγ = q(γ) ≥ 3, and since
v(α) ≤ 0, it is equal to 3 or 4, and then mβ = 1. By Assumption 2.7 we can only
have mβnβ = 4. Then (Q, f) is the quiver
•α
$$ β // •
γ
oo
σ // •
δ
oo ηdd
with f -orbits (α β γ) and (η δ σ), and g-orbits O(α) = (α), O(β) = (β σ δ γ),
O(η) = (η). Then Λ is isomorphic to one of the algebras T (λ), for some λ ∈ K∗,
or Σ(r, c•) for some r ≥ 3.
(3) We determine when q(ξ) = 2 and v(ξ) ≤ 0 where ξ is not a loop. Then (Q, f)
contains a subquiver of the form
c
α
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with f -orbits (ξ δ α) and (β ν η) and g-orbit (ξ η). Since q(ξ) = 2, we have that
ξ, η are virtual arrows.
Assume first that c = d. Clearly, then we have g-orbits (α β) and (ν δ). It follows
from Assumption 2.7 that α, β, γ, δ are not virtual. Hence we have mαnα =
mβnβ ≥ 4 and mνnν = mδnδ ≥ 4. But then v(ξ) ≤ 0 implies q(α) = 4 and
q(δ) = 4. Thus mαnα = mβnβ = 4 and mνnν = mδnδ = 4, and consequently Λ is
isomorphic to T (λ) for some λ ∈ K∗.
Assume now that c 6= d. Then the g-orbits O(α) = O(β) and O(ν) = O(δ) have
lengths at least 3.
Suppose (say)mαnα = 3, so that g as a cycle (α β γ) where γ is an arrow d 7→ c.
It follows from this that the g-orbit of δ has the form(
f2(γ) ν δ f(γ) ∗
)
of length ≥ 5. We assume v(ξ) ≤ 0 and hence the length can only be 5 or 6.
Suppose it has length 5, then ∗ is just a loop, ε = g(f(γ)), the quiver has five
vertices and Λ is an algebra of the form Φ(c•).
Suppose the g-orbit of δ has length 6, say it is (f2(γ) ν δ f(γ) ε µ), then we
must have f(µ) = ε, and f(ε) is a loop. It follows that Q has six vertices and Λ is
isomorphic to Ψ(r, c•) for some r ≥ 2.
Otherwise q(α) = mαnα ≥ 4 and q(δ) = mδnδ ≥ 4. But then v(ξ) ≤ 0 implies
q(α) = 4 and q(δ) = 4, and therefore we have mα = 1, nα = 4, mδ = 1, nδ = 4. As
well mβ = 1, nβ = 4, mν = 1, nν = 4. Summing up, we conclude that that (Q, f)
is the triangulation quiver of the form
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with f -orbits (α ξ δ), (β ν η), (σ ̺ ε), (γ µ ω) and the g-orbits O(ξ) = (ξ η),
O(α) = (α β γ σ), O(δ) = (δ ̺ ω ν), O(ε) = (ε µ). Therefore, Λ is isomorphic to
one of the algebras S(λ), for some λ ∈ K∗, or S(r, c•) for some r ≥ 2.
(4) Assume now that there is a loop σ ∈ Q1 with f(σ) = σ and v(σ) ≤ 0, and
hence q(σ) = 3 and v(σ) = 0. Then (Q, f) is the triangulation quiver
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo σdd
with f -orbits (α β γ), (σ), and the g-orbits (α), (β σ γ). Moreover, we havemβnβ =
mγnγ = mσnσ = 3 and mα = mαnα = r for some r ≥ 3 (by Assumption 2.7).
Therefore, Λ is isomorphic to one of the algebras D(λ), for some λ ∈ K∗, or Ω(r, c•)
for some r ≥ 4.
(5) The last case to consider is where (η γ δ) is an f -orbit in Q1 of lenght 3
with v(η) ≤ 0 and q(η) ≥ q(γ) ≥ q(δ) ≥ 3. Then q(η) = q(γ) = q(δ) = 3. We
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have two cases. Assume first that none of η, γ, δ is a loop. Then by some basic
combinatorics, one sees that (Q, f) is the triangulation quiver
1
2 3
4 5
6
ν
µ
α
δ
ε
̺ σ
γ
β ξ
η
ω
with f -orbits described by the shaded triangles and g-orbits described by the white
triangles, and the weight function m• : O(g) → N
∗ taking value 1. Then Λ is
isomorphic to a tetrahedral algebra Λ(λ), for some λ ∈ K∗.
This leaves the case, where one of the three arrows is a loop. We label the arrows
now as α, β, γ and we assume α is a loop, and f has the cycle (α β γ) and we have
q(α) = q(β) = q(γ) = 3. Then g(β) must be a loop, σ say, which then has to be
fixed by f . Hence Q has two vertices, and the algebra be isomorphic to D(λ) for
some λ ∈ K∗. 
Proposition 6.7. Let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) be a weighted triangulation algebra which
is not isomorphic to one of the algebras D(λ), T (λ), S(λ), Λ(λ), with λ ∈ K∗,
S(r, c•) with r ≥ 2, Σ(r, c•) with r ≥ 3, Ω(r, c•) with r ≥ 4, Φ(c•), or Ψ(r, c•),
for some r ≥ 2. Then Λ degenerates to the biserial weighted triangulation algebra
B = B(Q, f,m•, c•). In particular, Λ is tame.
Proof. Let M, q, v : Q1 → N
∗ be the functions defined above. We set now u(α) :=
M
q(α) , this is an integer. It follows from Proposition 6.6 and the assumption that
v(α) ≥ 2 for any arrow α ∈ Q1. For each t ∈ K, consider the algebra Λ(t) given by
the quiver Q and the relations:
• αf(α) = cα¯t
v(α)Aα¯ for any arrow α ∈ Q1,
• cαBα = cα¯Bα¯ for any arrow α ∈ Q1,
• αf(α)g(f(α)) = 0 for any arrow α ∈ Q1 with f
−1(α) not virtual,
• αg(α)f(g(α)) = 0 for any arrow α ∈ Q1 with f(α) not virtual.
Then Λ(λ), λ ∈ K, is an algebraic family in the variety algd(K), with d =∑
O∈O(g)mOn
2
O. Observe also that Λ(1) = Λ and Λ(0) = B. Further, we claim that
for any t ∈ K∗, we have an isomorphism of K-algebras ϕt : Λ(1) → Λ(t) given by
ϕt(α) = t
u(α)α for any arrow α ∈ Q1, and extension to products. Indeed, it follows
from definition of the function u that ϕt(Bσ) = t
MBσ for any arrow σ ∈ Q1, and
hence ϕt(Aσ) = t
M−u(f2(σ¯))Aσ, because Bσ = Aσg
nσ−1(σ) and gnσ−1(σ) = f2(σ¯).
Then, for any arrow α ∈ Q1, we have the equalities
ϕt
(
αf(α)
)
= tu(α)+u(f(α))αf(α) = tu(α)+u(f(α))tv(α)cα¯Aα¯ = t
M−u(f2(α))cα¯Aα¯
= ϕt(cα¯Aα¯),
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and hence ϕt is a well-defined isomorphism of K-algebras. Therefore, by Proposi-
tion 2.2, Λ degenerates to B, and Λ is a tame algebra. 
We shall prove now that every weighted surface algebra non-isomorphic to a
disc algebra, triangle algebra, tetrahedral algebra, or spherical algebra is of non-
polynomial growth. We consider first two distinguished cases.
Example 6.8. Let T be the triangulation
1
2
34
•
•
•
of the unit disc D = D2 in R2 by two triangles and ~T the orientation (1 3 2), (2 4 1)
of triangles in T . Then the triangulation quiver (Q, f) = (Q(D, ~T ), f) is the quiver
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with f -orbits (α ξ δ), (β ν η), (̺), (γ). Then g has two orbits, O(α) = (α β γ ν δ ̺)
and O(ξ) = (ξ η). Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be the trivial multiplicity function and
c• : O(g)→ K
∗ an arbitrary parameter function. We write cO(α) = a and cO(ξ) = b.
Then the weighted surface algebraD(a, b)(2) = Λ(D, ~T ,m•, c•) is given by the above
quiver and the relations:
αξ = a̺αβγν, ξδ = aβγνδ̺, δα = bη, ̺2 = aαβγνδ, αξη = 0,
νη = aγνδ̺α, ηβ = aδ̺αβγ, βν = bξ, γ2 = aνδ̺αβ, ξηβ = 0,
ξδ̺ = 0, νηξ = 0, ηβγ = 0, ̺2α = 0, γ2ν = 0,
̺αξ = 0, ηξδ = 0, γνη = 0, δ̺2 = 0, βγ2 = 0.
Observe that the algebraD(a, b)(2) is isomorphic to the algebraD(ab, 1)(2). Indeed,
there is an isomorphism of algebras ϕ : D(ab, 1)(2) → D(a, b)(2) given by ϕ(α) = α,
ϕ(ξ) = bξ, ϕ(δ) = δ, ϕ(̺) = ̺, ϕ(β) = β, ϕ(γ) = γ, ϕ(ν) = ν, ϕ(η) = bη. For
λ ∈ K∗, we set D(λ)(2) = D(λ, 1)(2). We see now that D(λ, 1)(2) is given by its
Gabriel quiver Q(2)
1
β
$$■
■■
■■
■
3̺
$$
α
::✉✉✉✉✉✉
4 γdd
νzz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
2
δ
dd■■■■■■
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and the relations:
αβν = λ̺αβγν, βνδ = λβγνδ̺, ̺2 = λαβγνδ,
νδα = λγνδ̺α, δαβ = λδ̺αβγ, γ2 = λνδ̺αβ,
αβνδα = 0, βνδ̺ = 0, νδαβν = 0, δαβγ = 0, ̺2α = 0, γ2ν = 0,
βνδαβ = 0, ̺αβν = 0, δαβνδ = 0, γνδα = 0, δ̺2 = 0, βγ2 = 0.
We consider also the orbit algebra D(a, b)(1) = D(a, b)(2)/H of D(a, b)(2) with
respect to action of the cyclic group of order 2 on D(a, b)(2) given by the cyclic
rotation of vertices and arrows of the quiver Q:
(1 2), (3 4), (α ν), (β δ), (ξ η), (γ ̺).
Then D(a, b)(1) is given by the triangulation quiver (Q′, f ′) of the form
1ξ
$$ β // 3
α
oo γdd
with f ′-orbits (ξ β α) and (γ), and the relations:
αξ = aγαβγα, ξβ = aβγαβγ, βα = bξ, γ2 = aαβγαβ,
αξ2 = 0, ξβγ = 0, γ2α = 0, ξ2β = 0, γαξ = 0, βγ2 = 0.
We note that D(a, b)(1) is the weighted triangular algebra Λ(Q′, f ′,m′•, c
′
•), where
the weight function m′• : O(g
′) → N∗ is given by m′
O(α) = 2 = m
′
O(ξ), and the
parameter function c′• : O(g
′) → K∗ by c′
O(α) = a and c
′
O(ξ) = b. Similarly as
above, we conclude that D(a, b)(1) is isomorphic to the algebra D(ab, 1)(1). For
λ ∈ K∗, we set D(λ)(1) = D(λ, 1)(1). Further, the Gabriel quiver Q(1) of D(λ)(1) is
the orbit quiver Q(2)/H of the Gabriel quiver Q(2) of D(λ)(2) with respect to the
induced action of H , and is of the form
1
β // 3
α
oo γdd .
Hence, D(λ)(1) is given by the quiver Q(1) and the relations:
αβα = λγαβγα, βαβ = λβγαβγ, γ2 = λαβγαβ,
αβαβα = 0, βαβγ = 0, γ2α = 0, βαβαβ = 0, γαβα = 0, βγ2 = 0.
Lemma 6.9. For each λ ∈ K∗, the algebras D(λ)(1) and D(λ)(2) are of non-
polynomial growth.
Proof. We fix λ ∈ K∗ and consider the quotient algebra A(2) of D(λ)(2) given by
its Gabriel quiver Q(2) and the zero-relations:
αβν = 0, βνδ = 0, νδα = 0, δαβ = 0, ̺2 = 0, γ2 = 0,
̺αβγν = 0, αβγνδ = 0, βγνδ̺ = 0, γνδ̺α = 0, νδ̺αβ = 0, δ̺αβγ = 0.
Then A(2) admits the Galois covering
F (2) : R→ R/G(2) = A(2)
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where R is the locally bounded category given by the infinite quiver
...
δ

...
δ

...
δ

· · · 3
̺oo
α

3
̺oo
α

3
̺oo
α

· · ·
̺oo
1
β

1
β

1
β

· · ·
γ // 4
γ //
ν

4
γ
//
ν

4
γ
//
ν

· · ·
2
δ

2
δ

2
δ

· · · 3
̺oo
α
3
̺oo
α
3
̺oo
α
· · ·
̺oo
...
...
...
and the induced relations, and G(2) is the free abelian group of rank 2 generated
by the obvious horizontal and vertical shifts. We observe now that R contains the
full convex subcategory B given by the quiver
1
β

1
β

1
β

4
γ //
ν

4
γ
//
ν

4
ν

2 2 2
and the relation γ2 = 0, which is a minimal non-polynomial growth algebra of type
(1) in [29, Theorem 3.2]. Hence, by general theory (see [6, 7, 19]), A(2) is an algebra
of non-polynomial growth.
Similarly, consider the quotient algebra A(1) of D(λ)(1) given by its Gabriel
quiver Q(1) and the relations:
αβα = 0, βαβ = 0, γαβγα = 0, αβγαβ = 0, βγαβγ = 0.
Then A(1) admits the Galois covering
F (1) : R→ R/G(1) = A(1)
where R is the locally bounded category considered above and G(1) is the free
abelian group of rank 2 generated by the obvious horizontal and vertical shifts such
that G(2) is a subgroup of G(1) and G(1)/G(2) is the Klein group (Z/2Z)⊕ (Z/2Z).
Then we conclude as above that A(1) is of non-polynomial growth, and consequently
D(λ)(1) is of non-polynomial growth.
The algebras D(λ)(1) and D(λ)(2), for λ ∈ K∗, are tame algebras (see Proposi-
tion 6.7). 
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Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver, m• : O(g) → N
∗ a weight function, and
c• : O(g)→ K
∗ a parameter function. We consider the quotient algebra
Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) = KQ/L(Q, f,m•, c•),
where L(Q, f,m•, c•) is the ideal in the path algebra KQ of Q over K generated
by the elements αf(α) and Aα, for all arrows α ∈ Q1. Then Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) is
a string algebra, which we call the string algebra of the weighted triangulation
algebra Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). We note that it is the largest string quotient algebra of
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•), with respect to dimension, and the Gabriel quiver of Γ(Q, f,m•, c•)
is obtained from Q by removing all virtual arrows. Observe also that Γ(Q, f,m•, c•)
is a quotient algebra of the biserial weighted triangulation algebra B(Q, f,m•, c•).
Theorem 6.10. Let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) be a weighted triangulation algebra which
is not isomorphic to one of the algebras D(λ), D(λ)(1), D(λ)(2), T (λ), S(λ), Λ(λ),
for λ ∈ K∗. Then Γ = Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) is of non-polynomial growth. In particular,
Λ is of non-polynomial growth.
Proof. We have the presentation Γ = KQΓ/IΓ, where QΓ is the Gabriel quiver of
Γ and IΓ = L(Q, f,m•, c•)∩KQΓ. Observe that IΓ is the ideal in the path algebra
KQΓ generated by paths αf(α) and Aα for all non-virtual arrows α in Q1. By
general theory, in order to prove that Γ is of non-polynomial growth, it is sufficient
to indicate two primitive walks v and w of the bound quiver (QΓ, IΓ) such that
vw and wv are also primitive walks (see the proof of [33, Lemma 1]. We consider
several cases.
(1) Assume mαnα ≥ 3 for all α ∈ Q1. If |Q0| ≥ 3, then the required primitive
walks are constructed in the proof of [15, Proposition 10.2]. If |Q0| = 2, then (Q, f)
is of the form
1α
$$
β
''
2
γ
gg σdd
with f -orbits (α β γ) and (σ). Since Λ is not isomorphic to a disc algebra
D(λ), we have mα ≥ 4 or mβ ≥ 2. If mα ≥ 4, we may take v = αγ
−1σβ−1
and w = α2γ−1σβ−1. For mβ ≥ 2, we may take v = αγ
−1σβ−1 and w =
αγ−1σβ−1γ−1σβ−1.
We may then assume that |Q0| ≥ 3.
(2) Assume now that there is a virtual loop α in Q1. Then (Q, f) contains a
subquiver of the form
1α
$$
β
''
2
γ
gg
with f -orbit (α β γ), β = g(γ), and g(β) 6= g−1(γ). In particular, we have nβ ≥ 4.
In the special case mβnβ = 4, (Q, f) is the quiver
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo
σ // 3
δ
oo ηdd
with f -orbits (α β γ) and (η δ σ), and g-orbits (α), (β σ δ γ), (η). Since Λ is not
isomorphic to a triangle algebra T (λ), we conclude that η is not virtual, and hence
mη ≥ 4. Then we may take v = δβ
−1γ−1σ and w = δβ−1γ−1ση−1. We also note
that, if (Q, f) is the above quiver and mβ ≥ 2, then we may take v = δβ
−1γ−1σ
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and w = δβ−1γ−1σδσ. Hence we may assume that |Q0| ≥ 4. Clearly, then nβ ≥ 5,
and hence mβnβ ≥ 5. Let σ = g(β), δ = g
−1(γ), and ξ = f(σ). Assume ξ is a
virtual arrow. Then (Q, f) admits a subquiver of the form
3
ξ

ω
$$■
■■
■■
■
1α
$$
β
''
2
γ
gg
σ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉
5
νzz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
4
η
OO
δ
dd■■■■■■
with f -orbits (α β γ), (σ ξ δ), (ω ν η). Then we conclude that nβ ≥ 7. Let
u be the path g3(β)g4(β) . . . gnβ−4(β) = g(ω) . . . g−1(ν) of length ≥ 1 from 5 to
5. Observe that γβ, σω, νδ and u are non-zero paths in Γ. Then we may take
the primitive walks v = νδβ−1γ−1σω and w = νδβ−1γ−1σωu−1. Finally, assume
that the arrow ξ is not virtual, and so ξ is an arrow of QΓ. Let p be the path
g2(β)g3(β) . . . gnβ−3(β) = g(σ) . . . g−1(δ) of length ≥ 1. We note that σpδ is a non-
zero path of Γ because it is of length nβ − 2. We may take the required primitive
walks as follows v = δβ−1γ−1σp and w = δβ−1γ−1σpξ−1p.
(3) Assume now that there is a pair ξ, η of virtual arrows in Q1. Then (Q, f)
contains a subquiver of the form
c
α
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
a
δ
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
η
// b
ξoo
β
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡
d
ν
ZZ✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹
with f -orbits (α ξ δ) and (β ν η). Consider first the case when c = d, so (Q, f) is
of the form
c
α
✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
✹✹
ν
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
a
δ
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
η
// b
ξoo
β
ZZ✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹
with g-orbits (ξ η), (α β), (ν δ). It follows from our general assumption that α, β,
γ, δ are not virtual arrows, and hence mαnα ≥ 4 and mδnδ ≥ 4. Moreover, because
Λ is not isomorphic to a triangle algebra T (λ), we may assume that mαnα ≥ 6.
Then v = αβδ−1ν−1 and w = αβαβδ−1ν−1 is a required pair of primitive walks.
Assume now that c 6= d. Then nα ≥ 3 and nδ ≥ 3. We note that if O(α) = O(δ),
then nα = nδ ≥ 6. Consider first the case when one of mαnα or mδnδ, say mαnα,
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is equal to 3. Then (Q, f) contains a subquiver of the form
c
α
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺ ̺

a
δ
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
η
// b
ξoo
β
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡
x
ω
qqd
ν
ZZ✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹
γ
gg
with f -orbits (α ξ δ), (β ν η), (γ ̺ ω), and nδ ≥ 5. We denote by u the path
g2(δ) . . . gnδ−3(δ) of length ≥ 1 from x to x. Observe that νδ̺, ωνδ and u are
non-zero paths in Γ. Then we may choose the pair of primitive walks v = νδγ−1
and w = νδ̺p−1ω. We consider now the case when mαnα = 4 = mδnδ. Then
nα = 4 = nδ, mα = 1 = mδ, and (Q, f) is the quiver of the form
c
α
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍
̺
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
a
δ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
η
// b
ξoo
β
✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
x
σ
XX✵✵✵✵✵✵✵✵✵
µ
// y
εoo
ω
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
d
ν
dd❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
γ
GG✍✍✍✍✍✍✍✍✍
with f -orbits (α ξ δ), (β ν η), (γ µ ω), (σ ̺ ε), and hence g-orbits (ξ η), (α β γ σ),
(δ ̺ ω ν), (ε µ). Since Λ is not isomorphic to a spherical algebra S(λ), we have
mηnη ≥ 4. We note that νδ and γσ are non-zero paths in Γ. Then we may take a
required pair of primitive walks as follows: v = γ−1νδσ−1 and w = µεγ−1νδσ−1 .
Assume now that nα ≥ 4 and nδ ≥ 5. We have two cases to consider . Let
O(α) 6= O(δ). We denote
γ = g(β), σ = g−1(α), µ = f(γ), ω = f(µ), ̺ = f(σ), ε = f(̺).
Then (Q, f) contains a subquiver
c
α
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍ ̺
))❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
x
σ
]]❀❀❀❀❀❀
yε
oo
a
δ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
η
// b
ξoo
β
✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
✴✴
z µ // t
ω
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
d
ν
dd■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
γ
AA☎☎☎☎☎
where y 6= t, and possibly x = z. Moreover, we have the path q = g2(δ) . . . gnδ−3(δ)
of length ≥ 1 from y to t, and the subpath p of αg(α) . . . gnα−1(α) of length ≥ 0
from z to x. Then we may choose a required pair of primitive walks as follows:
v = σδ−1ν−1γp and w = σδ−1ν−1γpε−1qµ−1p.
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Finally, assume that O(α) = O(δ). Consider first the case nα = 6. Then (Q, f)
is of the form
c
̺

α
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
a
δ
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
η
// b
ξoo
β
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡
d
ν
ZZ✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹
γ
DD
with f(̺) = ̺, f(γ) = γ, and O(α) = (α β γ ν δ ̺). Since Λ is not isomorphic to an
algebra D(λ)(2), with λ ∈ K∗, we have also mα ≥ 2. Then we may take a required
pair of primitive walks as follows: v = αβγ−1νδ̺−1 and w = αβγ−1νδ̺−1αβγνδ̺.
Assume now that nα ≥ 7. Then one of the arrows γ = g(β) or ̺ = g(δ), say γ, is
not fixed by f . Hence we have a triangle
d
γ
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺
y
ω
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
x
µ
oo
with µ = f(γ) and ω = f(µ). Consider the subpaths of αg(α) . . . gnα−1(α): p =
g(δ) . . . gnα−1(α) and q = g(γ) . . . g−1(ω). Then we choose a required pair of prim-
itive walks as follows: v = αβω−1q−1γ−1νδp−1 and w = αβγqµ−1qωνδp−1. 
We have also the following consequence of Propositions 3.8 and 3.9, Lemma 6.9,
and Theorem 6.10.
Theorem 6.11. Let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) be a weighted triangulation algebra. Then
the following statements are equivalent:
(i) Λ is of polynomial growth.
(ii) Λ is isomorphic to a non-singular disc, triangle, tertahedral, or spherical al-
gebra.
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